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ON THE COVER
Meg Sharpe,
Meg Sharpe Interiors
Photo: Heidi Gutman

CREATIVE DIFFERENCES
THE ASTONISHING amount of creativity

that interior designers bring to the hospitality spaces they’re commissioned to work
on serves as the centerpiece of virtually all
of our articles. But that trait looms particularly large in this, our largest-ever edition.
(Much of that heft is attributable to this being
the at-show issue for our ever-on-the-grow
Boutique Design New York (BDNY) trade fair
and conference, which takes place Nov. 9-10 at
the Javits Convention Center.)
Within this edition’s 60-plus editorial
pages, we showcase the various strategies and
decisions that designers make when striving
to create environments that are enjoyable in
the moment, stick in the mind afterwards and
bring patrons/guests back for more.
Some highlights: We get some great drilldown on fostering creativity from Anurag
Nema, who takes the word “workshop” that he
incorporated in his firm’s name very much to
heart. “A workshop is a place where thinking
happens through building,” says Nema. “It’s a
place where ideas are experienced and generated through physical experimentation.” For
more on how Nema and his crew at nemaworkshop come up with their jaw-dropping
hospitality concepts, see the Q+A that starts
on page 76.
Then there’s our cover subject, Meg Sharpe,
who teamed with Richard Mishaan to update
the interiors of the storied Shelborne in Miami
Beach. Sharpe says work on that hotel—now
known as the Shelborne Wyndham Grand
South Beach—was “more of a restoration than
a redesign,” because the hotel bears the imprint
of the two design giants who shaped its early
life: Igor Polevitzky and Morris Lapidus. As a

result, much of the designers’ work involved
uncovering the hotel’s original character, then
skillfully giving it a modern twist. See page 56
for the results of the design duo’s efforts.
Creativity also came up several times in
executive editor Mary Scoviak’s wide-ranging
discussion with women leaders in hospitality
(page 136). For instance, when asked what
tools designers should add to their tool kits
in the coming year, Trisha Wilson pointed to
expertise in what she described as “conspicuous leisure and creative tourism.” The latter
phenomenon, Wilson explains, “is directed
toward an engaged and authentic experience.
Here, good design works to seamlessly unite
itself within the larger community environment to provide guests with a more authentic
interaction with local communities.”
Scoviak’s article serves as a preview to
the Boutique Design Power Players: Women
Leaders in Hospitality event that will take
place during BDNY at from 8:30-10 am on Nov.
10 at the Javits. We also offer sneak peeks of
the Designed Spaces that will grace the fair
floor (page 30) and an extensive sampling of
the eye-popping products that will appear
there (page 150).
There’s more, of course. But I need to stop
now and let you explore the wealth of insights
and inspiration the following pages offer.
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The FR-One symbol guarantees a fabric performs
to all of the stringent flame retardant standards
applied anywhere in the world.The properties of
flame retardancy in FR-One fabrics are inherent
and permanent to the fabric itself and not simply
limited to the yarn.
800.999.5533 | fabricutcontract.com | BDNY booth #604

KIm DeeTJen
PRINCIPAL | TRUEXCULLINS INTERIORS

A love of skiing and an entrepreneurial dream lured this Syracuse University
alum from a career path with several high-profile Boston area studios to the green
mountains of Vermont. Once there, she reconnected with Truex Cullins & Partners
Architects—one of her first post-college employers. The interior design practice she
launched within the firm 15 years ago has grown from a one-person department with
a regional scope to a nine-member team with projects across the U.S. She shows off
her passion for inventive design and her locale in Hotel Vermont, page 120.

LÁZAro roSA-vIoLÁn
FOUNDER AND PRINCIPAL | CONTEMPORAIN STUDIO

his signature “maximalist” stamp to hotels and restaurants on two continents. This
painter-turned-architect-turned-designer has dressed up hotels for Hotel Pulitzer,
Marriott International, Morgans Hotel Group, NH Hoteles and a string of independents
with his blend of “a sense of history and the ambiance of a comfortable hotel.” Making
big statements and details work together in a natural way produces stand-out
interiors, he says. He takes that to a new level by incorporating all of the senses into the
interiors of the Hotel Praktik Bakery-Barcelona featured on page 94.

meG SHArPe
PRINCIPAL| MEG SHARPE INTERIORS

DURing heR UniveRSity days in London and at UCLA, Sharpe honed a style
that’s all about marrying classic details with a playful edge. That eye landed her an
internship, then a job with Kelly Wearstler; a stint at Ralph Lauren in international
store design; and a post as a senior designer at Mark Cunningham Inc. In 2011, she
struck out on her own, bringing her eye for style and insider’s shopping knowledge to
a range of commercial projects. For a look on how she channeled that experience into
the Shelborne Wyndham Grand South Beach, turn to page 56.
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J I M W E S T P H A L E N ( D E E TJ E N ) ; DA N I E L A L E A ( R O S A - v I O L Á N ) ; H E I D I G U T M A N ( S H A R P E )

Since opening hiS Barcelona studio in 2003, Rosa-Violán has been applying

ACC ES S I B LE, ADAPTAB LE, EFFI C I ENT, HAN DY, H ELPFU L,
I NTE R AC TIVE, MO D ER N , PR AC TI CAL, PRO D U C TIVE,
R ES PO N S IVE, TH O U G HTFU L, TR EN DY...

NEW FEATURES INCLUDE:
CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS/LOGIN + ADVANCED PRODUCT SEARCH + PRODUCT SPECS
CUSTOM PRICING + PRODUCT INQUIRY FOR MS + SHOPPING CART M ANAGEMENT
PRODUCT WISH LISTS + PURCHASE ORDER SUBMISSIONS
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CHOOSE EXCELLENCE

635

637

5245-FE

5285-FE

640

5186-RGG

Daniel Paul Chairs offers you a full line of seating tailored to your needs and budget. We have the finest chairs
in everything from banquet seating to ergonomic seating and from metal, to our acclaimed NuGrain line,
to custom crafted wood seating selections. With Daniel Paul, you can have it all.

COME SEE OUR NEW LINES AT THE BOUTIQUE DESIGN
New York SHow – Nov. 9-10. BootH #836.

OF CHOICES
CHOOSE DANIEL PAUL CHAIRS

8201

8205-NH

8212-LC

7565

7566

7570

SEE WHAT’S NEW

AT DANIEL PAUL CHAIRS

www.DanielPaulChairs.com

2052 S. Economy Road
Morristown, TN 37813
(p) 423.586.9977 • (f) 423.586.9927
sales@danielpaulchairs.com

BY CHRISTINA GREEN

SLIDING ENTRY
STEEL STORAGE

The pantry walls are lined
with a steel structure
that visually connects the
two spaces. Between the
steel columns, natural
wood shelves showcase
jars of pickled fruits
and vegetables that are
rotated and utilized by the
chef and kitchen staff.

A combination of natural
and white-washed, locally
sourced, reclaimed wood
planks were used to
create a sliding barn door
that leads to the private
dining room.

BUTTONED-UP

A wink at traditional
farmer garb, the chairs
in the private dining room
are accented by metal
buttons from jeans.

Originally from an
antique barn, the pantry
floor is a mixture of
unpainted hardwoods
complete with knots and
holes. The wood is 100
percent recycled and
was treated with a clear
protective coat.
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FR ANK OUDEMAN

RECLAIMED ROOTS

URBAN
FARMER
CLEVELAND

LIGHT AS A FEATHER
Though meant to look
like the chicken feathers
that can be found in a
barnyard, the chandelier
in the private dining
room was crafted from
ostrich feathers in
South Africa.

BARN CHARM

Barn-inspired pendants
light the space, reinforcing
its rustic and rural vibe.

ANIMAL PARTY

The wall covering in
the private dining area
resembles a Victorian
pattern from a distance.
Closer inspection
reveals that it's a quirky
collection of animals,
including piña coladadrinking skunks, guitarplaying squirrels and
hookah-smoking sloths.

The farm-to-table movement is
making its presence felt in the steakhouse sector of the restaurant business. That trend is reflected in
the newest Urban Farmer locale
that dash design created for Sage
Restaurant Group. Building on a
concept that Sage and dash launched
in Portland, Ore., this 6,000-sq.-ft.
Cleveland locale is home to what
dash executive creative director
David Ashen describes as a “rural
chic aesthetic,” including the eclectic
pantry shown here and its adjoining
private dining room. The pantry’s
design contrasts natural woods with
the industrial look of steel to create
a casual dining backdrop balancing
traditional Midwest style with an
urban edge. 

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
CLIENT

Sage Restaurant Group
DESIGN

dash design: David Ashen, executive
creative director; Evelyn Sherwood,
project manager; Cecelia Hanover,
architectural designer; Kristin Cullen,
interior designer
ARCHITECT

Marous Brothers Construction
SPECIALTY DESIGN CONSULTANTS

Kristina Selles, Selles Lighting
Design (lighting)
Jim Su (illustrator)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Marous Brothers Construction
PURCHASING COMPANY

ON THE BLOCK

The dining tables are
made out of white oak
butcher block that was
distressed with a hand
saw to create a rustic,
well-worn appearance.

Bray Whaler International
AUDIO/VISUAL

Soundcom Systems
FLOORING

Elmwood Reclaimed Timber
FURNITURE

Contraxx Furniture
BGD Cos.
LIGHTING

Umanoff Design
Restoration Hardware
Snob
SLIP COVERS

JL Furnishings
WALL COVERINGS

House of Hackney London
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www.mirrorimageinc.com

www.mirrorimageinc.com

bDnY PrevIeW:
ImAGInATIon STATIonS
EditEd by Mat thEw hall

Design innovation and networking opportunities are essential elements of Boutique Design
New York (BDNY). You can experience both at the six Designed Spaces on the trade fair
floor. There, some of the industry’s top interior designers and suppliers have teamed to
create memorable spaces where attendees can recharge their creative batteries, power up
their industry connections or just spend face time with colleagues and friends.

Bar D NY
DESIGNER: dash design
VIBE: A celebration of New York

and its fabled design history,
from the glamour of 1940s supper
clubs to the glitz of Studio 54.

CitYsCape
LouNge
DESIGNER: Design Group Carl Ross
VIBE: This is a bi-coastal urban oasis
that pairs a New York-style bar with
an adjoining garden space bearing a
kicked-back, San Diego vibe.
SPONSORS: Fairmont Designs;
Interface Hospitality;
P/Kaufmann Contract
PRODUCT SPONSORS:

Astek Wallcovering; Gold Leaf
Design Group; Neoteric Luxury;
Royal Contract Lighting
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTOR:

el media group
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C O U R T E S Y O F DA S H D E S I G N ( B A R D N Y ) ; C O U R T E S Y O F D E S I G N G R O U P C A R L R O S S ( C I T Y S C A P E L O U N G E )

SPONSORS: Amtrend; Aqua
Hospitality Carpets; Cheng Meng
Furniture; iWorks; Soho Myriad;
Valley Forge Fabrics

set design free.

™

We are printing in our South Florida headquarters.
32 base cloths in stock for all hospitality end-uses.
Wide and narrow cloth options with various textures.
Drapery, sheer, blackout, upholstery, bedskirt, top of
the bed, shower curtains, and pillows.
You dream it, we print it – any design, any color.

™

exaggerated or uncontrollable emotion or
excitement over a color or shade, usually seen
amongst creative people with extremely
discerning design sensibilities.

the buzz

ImbIbe
DESIGNER: HOK
VIBE: Inspired by the concentric

circles of the mineral malachite,
this environment extols
nature’s power to mesmerize,
heal and renew.
SpONSORS: Duralee Contract;
feltex|meridian; Gainwell International; Meridien Accents Inc.;
The Meridien Companies
pRODUCT CONTRIBUTOR:

Preciosa Lighting

DESIGNER: Wilson Associates
VIBE: A cocoon of luxurious

furnishings, lighting and
materials, all contained in a
striking, geode-shaped shell.
SpONSORS: HG Arts; Justin
David Textiles; Maya Romanoff;
Swarovski Lighting; Vaughan
Benz; Zenith Rugs
pRODUCT CONTRIBUTOR:

el media group
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C O U R T E S Y O F H O K ( I M B I B E ) ; C O U R T E S Y O F W I L S O N A S S O C I AT E S ( L U X U R Y L O U N G E )

Luxury
Lounge

800.999.5533 | fabricutcontract.com | BDNY booth #604

the buzz

Sojourn
Lounge
Designer: Design Poole
Vibe: A tribute to today’s road

warriors, this luxurious relaxation spot provides unique and
comfortable seating choices to
use while connecting with
friends, colleagues and clients.
sponsors: Architex; Ariston
Hospitality; B Carpet;
Hubbardton Forge; Wonderly’s
proDuct contributors:

Spa-TacuLar
Designer: FODA Design
Vibe: A pampering place

featuring a luxurious, Zeninspired bathroom integrated
with the latest technology.
sponsors: Apaiser; Bryan
Ashley; Dimplex; Faulkner +
Locke; Legrand; Pacific Direct;
Sapphire Chandelier; Seura
proDuct contributors:

Covington Contract; Daltile;
MechoShade; RH Contract; VQC
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c o u r t e s Y o F D e s i g n p o o L e ( s o J o u r n L o u n g e ) ; c o u r t e s Y o F F o DA D e s i g n ( s pA -tAc u L A r )

el media group; US Vinyl

(product shown AR01934)

C8931AZ

AY01061

C8929AX

C8930AX

AR01935

AR01934

The Fanfare Collection
Add some Flourish to your hotel design with Prints
800.451.1250 • www.aquahospitalitycarpets.com

C8994AV

the buzz

The 60 Thompson Hotel has been reinvented
as SIXTY SoHo, with a new look created by the
Pomeranc brothers and London-based designer Tara
Bernerd & Partners. The hotel, which first opened
under the Thompson banner in 2001, has undergone
a multi-million dollar renovation to all of its guest
rooms and suites, as well as the public spaces.
Here’s how this high-profile locale came to fly the
SIXTY flag: Thompson Hotels grew to a dozen properties under the Pomerancs and Stephen Brandman
before merging with Joie de Vivre Hotels and Geolo
Capital to form Commune Hotels & Resorts. After
co-chairing Commune for two years, Jason Pomeranc
sold the Thompson brand to Commune in August
2013, but retained the four properties that now bear
the SIXTY Hotels brand. Three of those hotels are in
New York, while the fourth is in Los Angeles. Earlier
this year, SIXTY announced plans to open a locale in
the former Nautilus Hotel in South Beach.
Project participants say the redesign positions
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the property as an approachable hotel in downtown
Manhattan that captures the experience of a seductive private home. “The transformation of SIXTY
SoHo has resulted in the creation of a stylish, residential environment for our guests seeking an exclusive urban retreat,” says Jason Pomeranc. “People
have forgotten there is a narrative to be told in the
hotel sector; we strive to be cultural story-tellers
through art, design, experiences and services that
will welcome, excite and inspire our guests long after
they have checked out.”
To realize that vision, the property’s 97 guest
rooms are now appointed with planked timber floors
combined with caramel leather furnishings and blue
mohair accents. The bedroom spaces feature dark
timber slatted blinds, a bespoke bar cabinet and a
desk in petrol blue lacquer with tan leather inserts.
In addition, in his first-ever hotel partnership,
London-based artist Harland Miller was commissioned to create original pieces for the guest rooms.

COUR TE S Y OF SIX T Y HOTEL S

SIXTY HOTELS’ FLAGSHIP UNVEILED IN NEW YORK

the buzz

Hilton Worldwide has unveiled the name, design
concept and initial locales for its new lifestyle
hotel brand. Details on the Canopy by Hilton flag
were announced by president and ceo Christopher
Nassetta at Hilton Worldwide’s recent Global Partnership Conference in Orlando, Fla.
Nassetta said the Canopy concept will develop
via new-build and conversion projects in key urban
neighborhoods and secondary markets worldwide,
and that the brand’s first locales will open next year.
“We saw an opportunity to not only enter the
lifestyle space by developing a new brand, but
also to redefine this category by creating a more
accessible lifestyle brand,” says Nassetta, who first
disclosed his company was working on a new
brand nearly a year ago. “We identified the need to
take the emphasis off of capital-intensive design
and deliver exactly what the target consumer
desires: an energizing, comfortable stay with more
included value.”
Hilton has identified four elements that will
define Canopy hotels:
• “Great neighborhoods” with a focus on
local culture.
• “Comfort and design” through open lobby spaces
and cozy rooms.
• “More included value” such as complimentary
Wi-Fi and breakfast, local welcome gifts and
evening beer, wine and spirits tastings.

• A “positively yours” service culture.
“We’ve launched a brand that is all about the
mindset of today’s traveler and creating a positive
stay,” says John Vanderslice, global head, luxury &
lifestyle brands, Hilton Worldwide, who was the
subject of the Q+A in Boutique Design’s October
issue. “Canopy is the energizing new hotel in the
neighborhood offering simple, guest-directed
service, thoughtful local choices, and comfortable
spaces, so guests simply feel better going forward.”
Hilton said it has 11 signed letters of intent to
open Canopy properties in the following locations:
• Portland, Ore.’s Pearl District
• London (specific neighborhood to be announced)
• Miami, Fla.’s Brickell neighborhood
• Washington, D.C.’s Bethesda North area
• San Diego’s Gaslamp Quarter
• Downtown Nashville, Tenn.
• Savannah, Ga.’s historic district
• Indianapolis’ City Centre
• Uptown Charlotte, N.C.
• Oklahoma City’s Bricktown district
• The Commons in Ithaca, N.Y.
The hotelier says the Canopy concept has
attracted the interest of such ownership groups
as The Buccini/Pollin Group, KeyStone Corp.,
Anish Hotel Group, Baywood Hotels, North Point
Hospitality Group, J Street Hospitality and Levine
Properties.

UPDATE UNDERWAY AT INTERCONTINENTAL NEW YORK BARCLAY
The InterContinental New York Barclay hotel has temporarily closed to undergo a $175 million update that’s
being overseen by interior designers HOK and architectural firm Stonehill & Taylor. The update to the 1920s-era
Federalist-style hotel will take about 18 months.
When that work is completed, the Midtown East
luxury hotel will feature about 700 updated guest
rooms, a new InterContinental Club Lounge and a refurbished lobby with a new gin bar and restaurant.
“We are delighted to work with our partners,
Constellation Barclay Holding US LLC, to manage the
extensive renovation of our classic New York hotel,”
says Hervé Houdré, regional director of operations and
general manager of the InterContinental New York
Barclay. “The result will be the rebirth of a luxury hotel
that reflects its elegance and architectural grandeur, as
well as the classic taste and style of its sophisticated,
international neighborhood.”
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C O U R T E S Y O F H I LT O N W O R L D W I D E ( N a S S E T Ta ) ; C O U R T E S Y O F H O K ( I N T E R C O N T I N E N Ta L N E W YO R K B a R C L aY )

HILTON LIFTS LID ON ITS NEW LIFESTYLE BRAND

November 9th-10th Javits Center

Booth#837

together.
design a space where beauty and durability come

Sunbrella® is a registered trademark of Glen Raven, Inc.

Showcase your style and brilliance with Sunbrella® Contract fabrics. They provide all the colors
and patterns you want and the performance you need to create beautiful, welcoming environments.
sunbrellacontract.com/allover

bring your
designs
to life.
Available through:
Carnegie
C.F. Stinson
Designtex

COUR TE S Y OF MÖVENPICK

MÖVENPICK PLANS DUBAI APARTMENTS
Mövenpick Hotel & Resorts has signed an agreement with El Housein Ltd. to manage a new
hotel apartment tower in downtown Dubai. Slated to open in 2017, the new-build skyscraper
project will house 246 apartments to accommodate extended-stay guests.
“As Dubai continues to develop and Expo 2020 nears, multiple districts with their own
feel, geographic importance and accessibility are emerging. Downtown Dubai is an area
we’ve eyed for a while and I’m delighted that we will be able to add this vibrant and central
location to our portfolio,” says Andreas Mattmüller, chief operating officer of Mövenpick
Hotels & Resorts, Middle East and Asia. “There is a growing market for travelers to Dubai
who prefer the comfort and convenience of fully serviced, branded hotel apartments.”
The Mövenpick Hotel Apartments Downtown Dubai will mark the seventh property in the
city for Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts. The property’s accommodations will range from 390-sq.ft. studios to 1,200-sq.-ft. two-bedroom apartments. A restaurant, lobby café, swimming pool,
gymnasium, spa, salon, shops and two meeting rooms will also be located in the building.
In addition to the hotel apartment tower, El Housein owns the Mövenpick Hotel Les
Berges Du Lac Tunis (also under construction). Switzerland-based Mövenpick Hotels &
Resorts currently operates 81 hotels in Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East.

HBF Textiles
Kravet Contract
Maharam
Mayer Fabrics
Pallas Textiles
Robert Allen Contract
Sina Pearson Textiles
Weitzner

sunbrellacontract.com

12757-3-GR HospCONTRACT-1/3Page_BDM.indd 1
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the buzz

— HOwARD ELKUS, ELKUS MANFREDI
ARCHITECTS, ON THE MASTER pLAN
THAT HIS FIRM DEvELOpED FOR
UpDATINg THE FAMED TOURIST
DESTINATION wITH SUCH FEATURES
AS THE ADDITION OF gLASS RETAIL
pAvILIONS, A NEw bOUTIqUE
HOTEL AND THE REFURbISHMENT
OF ITS COLONNADE DININg
vENUES (SHOwN).

WHEN EXPERIENCE MATTERS…

For 45 years, Asher-Cole has delivered superior custom furnishings for your
restaurant, nightclub and hotel; with a reputation for beauty, durability and
on-time delivery. Custom orders and sizes are welcome.
Americanas and Park Suites Hotel NY

602 252 7560

|

ashercole.com

COUR TE S Y OF ELKUS MANFREDI ARCHITEC TS

“Over 18 million visitors a
year recognize Faneuil Hall
Marketplace as Boston’s
historic treasure. Our
charge was to make the
Marketplace relevant to
Bostonians again.”

C O U R T E S Y O F AT L A S H O T E L S

TEL AVIV HOTEL BUILT ATOP
RUINS OF ANCIENT CHAPEL
Atlas Hotels’ latest locale, the 44-key Market House
in Jaffa Tel Aviv, Israel, features an unusual base:
it is built over the archeological remains of an
eighth century Byzantine chapel. Those ruins can
be viewed in the lobby, through two sections of
glass flooring (one behind the reception desk and
another near the dining area).
The three-story hotel was created by Tel Avivbased architecture and design firm Studio MU,
which filled its common spaces and guest rooms
with objects, artifacts and artwork that reflect the
surrounding city. The interiors also feature modern
eclectic furniture, vintage pieces and natural materials like wood, marble and brass. Israel-based
Atlas has several other properties in Tel Aviv, along
with locations in Jerusalem, Haifa and Eilat. The
company is owned and managed by Leslie Adler
and Danny Lipman.

the buzz

1.95

$

— The price Beijing-based
Anbang Insurance Group
Co. Ltd. agreed to pay Hilton
Worldwide for the Waldorf
Astoria New York hotel.

C O U R T E S Y O F WA L D O R F A S T O R I A

billion

C O U R T E S Y O F M E N I N H O S P T I A LT Y

ANNEX TO GALE SOUTH BEACH SET TO OPEN
The Gale South Beach boutique hotel will open a 25-suite annex on Dec. 1, Miamibased Menin Hospitality announced. The Gale Suites at Kaskades will be housed in a
former apartment building neighboring the Gale South Beach.
The renovation to the Kaskades property is being led by design group Urban Robot
Associates. That work will include the addition of two levels, a 1,000-sq.-ft. meeting
space, catering kitchen and a 3,400-sq.-ft. rooftop terrace and pool. Gardens will also
conceal the gated entrance to the property, which will lead to a marble path where a
second, wooden gate will serve as an additional privacy barrier to guest rooms and an
outdoor gallery.
The interiors of the four-floor annex will correlate with Gale South Beach’s materials and colors. Deep blue leather-paneled walls and contemporary rugs will contrast
with the warm gray hardwood flooring and gray-stained millwork in bespoke wood
manufactured in Amsterdam by Oscar Ono. Accessories by Italian design factory
Alessi and furniture pieces from Italian design houses Flexform and B&B Italia will
also be incorporated into the suites. Other amenities will include Control4 Portable
Touch Screens to adjust the rooms’ temperature, lights, window shades and 55-in. LED
TVs; chamomile-infused gel mattresses; Italian linens; balconies; and sitting areas with
writing desks.
“The suites were conceived to be a sublimely tailored hospitality experience with a
touch of fanciful European voyeur,” says Giancarlo Pietri, principal of Urban Root Associates. “Our goal was to enrich the luxury hotel stay in Miami Beach as we reconnect
the building to the city.” 

Vermont Artisan Collaboration

modern american blacksmiths
designers and manufacturers of fine hand-forged lighting • commercial / residential
castleton, vermont usa • 866.398.1530 • contract@vtforge.com • hubbardtonforge.com

FOCUSED

At Mandy Li Collection we
are FOCUSED with providing
only the best-in-class when
it comes to our product line,
custom fabrication abilities,
and the quality of service we
offer for all of our hospitality
clients worldwide.
877.497.8663
MandyLiCollection.com
The illusion expensive...the reality affordable.
Visit us at BDNY Booth #248

CARPET
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FURNITURE

WALLCOVERING

Please visit our booth No. 825
To The Trade 212.752.9000 www.starkcarpet.com
Carpet: Octagon in Desert Night from David Hicks Collection
Fabric: Linley #VP55011002 in Seafoam
Fabric: Renshaw #M300421028 in Oyster
Pillows: New Wave # AB000646512 in Soleil
Design by Mendelson Group

Gasser chairs occupy that lofty perch where fashion sense and common sense intersect. Incorporating a
stylish flair for design with a fanatical devotion to detail, Gasser chairs don’t merely perform, they dazzle.

Visit Gasser at BDNY Booth 308
gasserchair.com | 800.323.2234
Featured Chair: Aria

Professional performer, controlled conditions. Do not attempt.

performance art

Designs by
Forever French Elegance

Experience Monte Carlo at BDNY Booth #763
www.grosfillexfurniture.com

BOB THOMAS
2014 NEWH ICON of Industry
A 45 year hospitality industry
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Signature Hospitality Carpets.

2222 S Hamilton St · Dalton, GA 30721 · 800 809 7086
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1 Plush velvet, sexy
hide-inspired stripes
and flickering candlelight turn up the visual
heat in Shelborne's
Library Lounge.

SHeLborNe REBORN
A smooth cocktail of late art deco and mid-century modern styling
accented with a twist of “oomph” revives a storied Miami Beach hotel.
BY MAT THEW HALL

November 2014 boutiquedesign.com
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The day They got the joint commission for

3
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what would become Miami Beach's Shelborne
Wyndham Grand South Beach, Meg Sharpe of
Meg Sharpe Interiors and Richard Mishaan of
Richard Mishaan Design were highly cognizant
that they were working in a land of the giants.
Originally opened in 1940, this Collins Avenue
landmark bears the imprint of two design
legends: it was created by art deco architect Igor
Polevitzky, and updated in the 1950s by none
other than Morris Lapidus, he of Fontainebleau
fame. With that kind of legacy, the design direction was obvious.
“This project demanded more of a curation
than any creation, more of a restoration than a
redesign,” says Sharpe, who was tasked with
updating most of the hotel’s public spaces. “We
wanted to expose and enhance the incredible
bones in the foundation laid by Polevitzky and
Lapidus. We sought to evoke the iconic glamour
of the 1940s and ’50s, while updating it to meet
modern needs.”
Similarly, Mishaan—who was brought in to
work on the hotel’s guest rooms and suites, corridors, meeting spaces and ballrooms—says,
“Bringing Shelborne to a new life meant aban-

2 The new lobby features
globe lighting, reception
desks made of veined
ivory-and-wine marble
and a wall screen (right)
based on the elongated
"S" in Shelborne's
marquee sign.

3 The hotel's distinctive
hexagonal columns and
spiral staircases have
been restored and given
renewed prominence.

IMAGINATION
A unique fusion of urban textures and expressive elements.

O R G A N I C

T H E I M AG I N AT I O N S E R I E S T U R N S I N S P I R AT I O N I N TO R E A L I T Y
COSMO • MODERN • ORGANIC • CHIC

TM

furniture for hospitality

klemhospitality.com

800.798.5536

Proudly Made in USA
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4

doning the most recent palette, which was a monochromatic white that felt cold and sterile. From
there, we worked to give the spaces a connection to
hotel’s rich history, while also adding a fresh look
with a lot of oomph.”
The impetus for the latest update to this 200-key
icon, which participants say carried a $280 million
price tag, comes as the result of a confluence of
forces that included Wyndham Hotel Group taking
over the property's management in February 2013
and the hotel’s longtime owners, the Galbut family,
bringing in the Flag Luxury Group as a co-owner.
“Shelborne’s history is so rich and beautiful, we
couldn’t resist the opportunity to restore this property to its rightful glory,” says Flag Luxury Group
president Dayssi Olarte de Kavanos.
Both Mishaan and Sharpe say adding some visual
warmth to the hotel was key to that process. “From
the finish of the metals to the textures of the fabrics
and the palette of the stones, we really wanted to
60
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echo the richness of the original design intent,” says
Sharpe. As a result, the biggest change she made was
to the terrazzo flooring.
“We found an old patch of salmon pink terrazzo
from the original floor and worked to replicate that
throughout the spaces we worked on. We really
wanted to bring back the drama and glamour of a
flooring pattern inspired by the incredible geometry
of the art deco era. Lapidus was also particularly
fond of diamonds, so we incorporated that shape in
the patterns.”
In addition, the designers stripped away all the
moulding details in the spaces. “That revealed the
clean and streamlined look that would have been
there when the hotel first opened,” Sharpe says.
The designers’ desire to add vibrancy is also
reflected in such spaces as the Drawing Room bar
and Library Lounge. Sharpe outfitted the lounge with
curved, spicy burnt-orange banquettes and matching
bookcases, while the bar features Polevitzky-designed

4 Automotive enthusiasts
will feel right at home in
Shelborne's updated meeting rooms, which feature
images of classic cars on
the wall and a carpet pattern inspired by a tire tread.

BDNY Booth #519
261 fifth avenue
new york, ny 10016
212.685.2187

5

5 Guest rooms are
filled with curves
that evoke the
aerodynamic autos
of the 1950s.
6 Black-and-white
beach photos and
patterned carpeting/furniture in
marine colors reference Shelborne's
storied locale.

PROJECT
PARTICIPANTS
GUEST ROOMS,
PRESIDENTIAL AND
PENTHOUSE SUITES,
CORRIDORS, MEETING
ROOMS, BALLROOMS
DESIGN

Richard Mishaan Design:
Richard Mishaan, Kevin
Peterson, designers; Leila
El Shakry

6

ARCHITECT

ADD Inc.

PURCHASING COMPANY

The Parker Co.

hexagonal columns that were uncovered during
the renovation. “Here we used heavier fabric
textures and hide patterns to create a variety of
very cozy and comfortable seating arrangements,” Sharpe says.
Mishaan, meantime, said he sought to rev
up the appeal of guest rooms by evoking the
curvaceous cars of the 1950s in the headboards
and elsewhere. “We wanted the beds to be
sexy, and since cars in the ‘50s were becoming
even more aerodynamic thanks to their sensual
curves, this created the look we were seeking.”
A car-related touch is also integrated into
the penthouse suite Mishaan created. “I fell in
love with soft golds, blues and greens of the
1950s. They felt glamourous, and we made them
pop with a dramatic black and white rug that
looks like a tire tread.” The corridors continue
to play with that theme. Guest room doors
lacquered with bronze metallic car paint and
lamps resemble headlights. Those various
elements work together to transport guests to
what the designers describe as a “vintage
vogue” experience.
The renovation’s backers say they are
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Sharpe, owner; Hayley
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and lead designer
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Remains
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European Granite & Marble
Group
Holland & Sherry

thrilled with the result of Mishaan’s and Sharpe’s
efforts. “This new space reflects its old-school
glamour and opulence, while also incorporating the
modern-day comforts and conveniences of
Wyndham Grand Hotels and Resorts, melding the
best of both eras into one extraordinary destination,” says Flag Luxury Group’s Olarte de Kanavos.
Those sentiments are echoed by George Scammell, Wyndham Worldwide’s vice president of
global design, development planning and construction, who says the work of the designers “has been
integral to creating a distinctive, elegant environment that complements this unique hotel and will
exceed out guests’ expectations.” 

meg sharpe
mEg ShARPE INTERIORS
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richard mishaan
RIChARd mIShAAN dESIgN

7 Eclectic touches
within the Drawing
Room bar include
zebra-patterned upholstery and sculpted
chandeliers.

H E I D I G U T M A N ( S H A R P E ) ; R OX A N N E L O W I T ( M I S H A A N )

7
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PRINT PERFECTION

For over 35 years Samelson has been a leader in designing and producing innovative
heat transfer and digitally printed fabrics. Our highly skilled design team will work with
you to create the design of your imagination, or choose from our extensive library of
contemporary and transitional designs, customized to realize your vision. Our Spartanburg, SC facility stocks dozens of base cloth options suitable for all end uses including
drapery, top of bed and upholstery. Contact us to learn how we can help you create
a unique space for your next project.
Together we achieve PERFECTION
Visit us @ BDNY Booth #204

212 686 6829

csamelson.com
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Q+a

WOrKSHOP
FOreman
Anurag Nema gets the creative
sparks flying at his interior architecture
and design firm by embracing
experimentation and exploration.

1 As part of nemaworkshop's spirited update
to the W Mexico City,
the designers played on
the theme of illusion in
the hotel's Living Room
via such elements as
a series of laser-cut
screens and seat backs
that resemble masks.
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anurag nema

C O U R T E S Y O F N E M AW O R K S H O P ( W M E X I C O C I T Y, N E M A )

INTERVIEW BY MAT THEW HALL

Nemaworkshop, Anurag Nema’s 10-year-old firm, is on a

hot streak. Its head-turning, ultra-local designs include
concepts for The Smith restaurant brand and D’espresso
coffee bar, both in New York, as well as the W New OrleansFrench Quarter and the W Mexico City (the lobby in the latter
hotel is a finalist for a 2014 Gold Key Award). That collective
body of work has placed Nema’s New York-based firm within
that select tier of up-and-coming design firms that get a shot
at the sexiest hospitality projects.
Here Nema recounts how he’s gotten to this point in his
career, and what unique attributes his firm brings to the
table when making a pitch for its next commission.
When did you first realize you Were interested in

2 Rough-hewn surfaces
and multiple seating
options create a
comfortable, casual
environment in the U.S.
flagship for Australian
coffee brand Toby's
Estate in Brooklyn.
3 The lower level of
Delicatessen in New
York houses a unique
urban retreat that
combines a glass roof
with an oversized
mural by local artist
Juan Jose Heredia.

making design your life’s Work?

I was born in India and grew up in various cities in the central
part of that country. When my parents were designing our
home when I was growing up, they worked with an architect
who was a close friend of theirs. I remember going to his
office and being absolutely fascinated by the whole environment—the books, the drawings and the models. I knew then
that this was something I wanted to part of.
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LOOK
FRESH.
BRENT CUBE

How did you go about making tHat Happen, and

wHat’S tHe Significance of tHe word “workSHop”

How did you wind up in tHe u.S.?

in your firm’S name?

First, I got a bachelor’s degree in architecture at the Maulana
Azad National Institute of Technology in Bhopal. I next
decided to come to the U.S. to get my master’s degree in
architecture at Clemson University. After that, I went to work
for a large corporation doing institutional projects and
learning about the construction process. After a while there,
I sought out a more creative environment and landed a position at Rockwell Group.

A workshop is a place where thinking happens through
building. It’s a place where ideas are experienced and generated through physical experimentation. At nemaworkshop,
that translates into an exciting process where we experiment and explore using physical models, computer renderings, drawings, lighting and whatever else we discover along
the way. That richness embedded in the exploratory process
pulses through the design.

wHat made you decide to Strike out on your own?

deScribe your firm’S deSign proceSS, eSpecially
tHoSe aSpectS tHat differentiate nemaworkSHop
from itS competitorS.

A friend-of-a-friend asked me to design his apartment, and
then it all just spiraled. One project lead to another and
then another.

4 A circular chandelier and
a variety of industrial-style
pendants create a sultry
glow in the 1,100-sq.-ft.
Mexicue restaurant in New
York's Times Square.

We approach projects through research and collaborative

C O U R T E S Y O F N E M AW O R K S H O P

4
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made in the USA
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Self-Aligning, Lightweight Wall Panels and
Wall Blocks for Seamless Gypsum Surfaces.

Stella™ PANEL ©2014 modularArts, Inc.

Hombre™ PANEL ©2010 modularArts, Inc.

brainstorming. Ideas are dissected and reworked
until the team emerges with a cohesive concept.
The process is a non-linear approach. We believe
that good ideas can come from unlikely places—
it’s all about context and exploration; do more
with less; explore/explore/explore; and seek outof-the-box, alternative ideas for luxury. In the end
it’s got to be authentic and locally relevant.
It helps that we have a team that embraces
collaboration. We really push each other, challenge ideas because ultimately we are all seeking
something fresh, clever and strong that we can
get really excited about. It’s pretty incredible
when you have a dynamic, talented, creative
team because the results are something more
than what any individual could imagine.

5 New Orleans' jazz
heritage comes to life in
the guest rooms of the
W brand's locale in that
city's French Quarter
with such touches as a
brassy color palette and
a bow-tie shaped pillow.

You mentioned that good design ideas
can come from unlikelY places. can You
offer some examples of that?

During the design process, it’s important to us to
allow accidents to happen and to learn from
them. We also build and develop many ideas
simultaneously and constantly look for inspiration from the building process.
The turn-it-on-its-side concept we came up
with for D’espresso coffee bar, for instance, is
both straightforward and bold. Inspired by the
physical characteristics of the nearby New York
Public Library in Bryant Park, we looked at all the
components of a library, which are all pretty ordinary: books, shelves, herringbone wood flooring
and lighting, and started to experiment. We were
open for anything to happen, and that is how we
ended up with the sideways layout.
Other projects where good ideas came from
unlikely places include the W New OrleansFrench Quarter's guest room design, which was
inspired by one of Dr. John’s music videos. For the
Toby’s Estate coffee shop we designed in
Brooklyn, Green Day’s Broadway show, “American
Idiot,” was our muse.

with its manY different kinds of spaces?

We listen to our clients, embrace their brand and
incorporate their brand values into our storytelling. The story becomes the golden thread that
runs through the entire program. While the
concept behind designing a restaurant and bar is
a short story, involving a few layers, words and
82
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VINCENT CHIH-CHIEH CHIN

Your firm has created some marvelouslY
focused concepts for restaurants and
bars; how do You go about making a
theme work throughout an entire hotel,

BEYOND THE SURFACE.
WA L L C O V E R I N G S · F A B R I C S · C O AT I N G S · D I G I TA L
If you can dream it, we can do it. With everything from bold patterns
to subtle textures, our selection and service sets us apart.
tri-kes is the ultimate resource to make your vision a reality.
wsg global network - tri-kes , d. l . couch & eykon · 80 0 20 0 8120 tri-kes.com

FEATURED PRODUCT: FRETWORK FROM SOURCE ONE EXCLUSIVE

6

with the unveiling of the revitalized W Mexico City.
Moving through the Living Room lobby and the guest
rooms, every new moment reveals another hidden gem, a
surprise reflection, an unexpected transformation.

Your firm’s design of the W mexico citY’s
lobbY is up for a gold KeY aWard for best
lobbY-upscale. [editor’s note: Winners in that
competition Will be unveiled nov. 10 at the gold
KeY aWards gala at the mandarin oriental, neW
YorK.] tell me about the process behind that
space—and hoW does it reflect the design of

these daYs, manY clients are expecting design
firms to deliver a big “WoW” While also sticKing
to a tight budget. hoW does Your firm go about
balancing those tWo forces?

the rest of the hotel?

We created a research document of approximately 200
pages, where we looked at the rich and interesting stories
of Mexico City. Then we started to connect these dots with
the functional requirements, feeling of the brand and local
values. The result was a narrative that talks about deeprooted Mexican cultural paradigms and modern design
84
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An exciting experience does not have to be connected to
budget. The big wow can be generated through a strong
story, a surprising or bold design statement, or through
creating an authentic experience. This is where we come in
as designers, with our creative thinking and design process.
Your firm recentlY announced plans to open
an office in hong Kong. hoW did that come
about, and hoW does it fit into Your vision for
the firm’s future?

6 A witty reference to the cheese
sandwiches that serve as the
centerpiece of its menu, the
Melt Shop in New York features
picnic tables and other seating
options in a vibrant yellow.

VINCENT CHIH-CHIEH CHIN

pages with a direct message, designing a hotel with an
extensive program is a novel with different chapters that
allow for an extended experience. Every chapter is leading
you to a different place, with more layers to explore.

7

7 Sepia-toned images of book
shelves printed on tiles that run
along the floor, up the wall and
across the ceiling helped create
a turned-on-its-side look at the
now-closed D'espresso coffee
bar in New York.

Since 2012, we’ve gotten interest for our
designs from Asia, specifically China and
India. Given the geographic and time
zone differences between Asia and New
York, we feel it is critical to have a local
presence within the region. The convenience of Hong Kong makes it an obvious
choice. The city has great energy and a
vibrant F&B scene, both locally and
within the expat community. There’s an
experienced talent pool to draw from,
and the major vendors have contacts in
Hong Kong. It’s also right at the doorstep
to China and that country’s factories.
Design and vision will be influenced
by local values, whether it’s Beijing,
Taipei or Mumbai. Working in different
cities worldwide gives us the opportunity
to know the stories of these places. The
understanding of existing stories gives us
an opportunity to take local customs and
things—mundane object and habits
which, perhaps, the locals take for
granted—and put on a twist and provide
a fresh perspective that makes them
interesting again, not only for the locals,
but for visitors.
It’s our goal that we can mutually
benefit from the exchange of ideas, traditions and habits. We are intrigued by the
Asian tradition of hospitality.
Which project do you think most
represents your firm’s best Work
– and Why?

That’s hard for me to say. I’m always
looking for new ideas, concepts and
experiences. I rarely look back.

I find inspiration in a wide range of disciplines including music, films, cuisine,
fashion, theatre, pop culture, stories and
accidents. That’s what so fantastic about
inspiration—it’s everywhere! 
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What inspires you – and Why?

the
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WWW.FLEXSTEELHOSPITALITY.COM

Boutique Design and HOTELS Magazines present

GOLD KEY

AWA R D

Celebrating the most creative
designs in hospitality.

FOR EXCELLENCE IN HOSPITALITY DESIGN

Monday, November 10, 2014
6:30 - 10:00pm
Mandarin Oriental, New York
[ SOLD OUT ]

The IHMRS 34th GOLD KEY AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN HOSPITALITY
DESIGN recognizes outstanding design worldwide in 19 project categories
from Best Hotel Luxury to the Judges’ “So Cool” award.
2014 JUDGES
Dana Kalczak
Vice president of design
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts
Ron Kollar
Chief design officer
Tishman Hotel Corp.
John D. McMullen
Senior vice president of construction
Highgate Hotels
Tyler Morse
CEO
MCR Development
Danette Opaczewski
Chief operating officer
Ian Schrager Co.

sponsored by

in conjunction with

Alan Phillips
Chief marketing officer
Morgans Hotel Group
Serena Rakhlin
Vice president, hotel development
& acquisitions, Americas
Trump Hotel Collection
Lora Spran
Interior designer-senior
Walt Disney Imagineering—
Interiors
Trisha Wilson
Chairman
Trisha Wilson Global

AWARD CATEGORIES
TITLE SPONSORS
• Best Hotel Luxury
• Best Hotel Upscale
• Best Hotel Midscale
• Best Hotel Budget/Focused Service
• Best Resort
• Best Timeshare/
Fractional Ownership
• Best Guest Room Luxury
CATEGORY SPONSORS
• Best Guest Room Upscale
• Best Guest Room Midscale/
Budget/Focused Service
• Best Lobby Luxury
• Best Lobby Upscale
• Best Lobby Midscale/Budget/
Focused Service
• Best Restaurant Fine Dining
• Best Restaurant Casual Dining
• Best Nightclub/Lounge
• Best Spa
• Best Suite
• Best Eco-Conscious or
Socially Conscious Hotel
• Judges’ So Cool

architectural glass | aluminum systems

Modern Elegance.
Glass Shown: SoftEtch™ Pattern - Tree

Visit www.efi-us.com or call 800.668.7080 for more information.

2014 DESIGNED SPACES

CITYSCAPE

BY DESIGN GROUP CARL ROSS

DISPLAY #201

FEATURE AREA SPONSORS

Fairmont Designs
Interface Hospitality
P/Kaufmann Contract
PRODUCT SPONSORS
Astek Wallcovering
Gold Leaf Design Group
Neoteric Luxury
Royal Contract Lighting

PRODUCT CONTRIBUTORS
el media group

Design Group Carl Ross invites you to Cityscape lounge, an urban oasis high
above the hustle and bustle of the trade fair floor. In the spirit of Boutique
Design’s semiannual event, Cityscape is designed in signature bi-coastal style:
Slip into the bar and channel the magnetizing energy of midnight in New York
City as the skyline soars above you or decamp to the garden with a kicked-back,
sunny San Diego vibe, and recharge your batteries (along with your phone’s)
under the branches of a giant tree.

LEARN MORE >> BDNY.com

C O N T R AC T

visit us at

BDNY
BOOTH
#976

HOME AWAY FROM HOME
wsitothetrade.com/hospitality | wehospitality@wsgc.com | 800.838.2589

2014 DESIGNED SPACES

BY DASH DESIGN
DISPLAY #637

FEATURE AREA SPONSORS

Amtrend
Aqua Hospitality Carpets
Cheng Meng
iWorks
Soho Myriad
Valley Forge Fabrics

Celebrating NYC and its iconic design history, the Bar D NY concept by Long
Island City, NY-based Dash Design is anchored in the city’s deco period and
takes us through the decades, from the glamour of 1940s supper clubs to the
glitz of Studio 54. All converge to create a modern, luxurious space where the
BDNY community can connect.

LEARN MORE >> BDNY.com
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FLOUR
POWER
The sights, sounds and smells of traditional
Catalán bread-making give rise to a new
kind of multi-sensory interior design in
Barcelona’s Hotel Praktik Bakery.
BY MARY SCOVIAK

1 The homey welcome of fresh
baked breads and pastries
gets visual reinforcement with
the simple elegance of Scandinavian-influenced FF&E and
open storage solutions for
pristine white tableware.
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LÁZARO ROSA-VIOLÁN,
Founder and principal
Contemporain Studio
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Praktik Hotels ceo José Maria Trenor knew he
wanted to energize the ground floor of what would
become his fourth hotel by ditching the arm’s length
greeting of a traditional lobby and immersing guests in
the bustle of some sort of commercial activity. The
question was what that would be.
As his first three hotels showed, Trenor enjoys the
role of disruptor—from over-delivering on style and
service for a decidedly mid-tier rate to using a truckload of greenery to create a garden hotel in the city. So,
any thought of retail as usual was definitely out. After
some lengthy musings, Trenor found his answer—and
his lunch—at one of Barcelona’s best-loved panaderías,
the Forn Baluard, which has lured locals and tourists
to the Barceloneta fishing district for its artisanal
baked goods for generations.
“While eating that barra de pan [a Spanish
baguette] and then talking with [Forn Baluard’s owner]
Anna Bellsolà, I began to see what an attractive combination a bakery within a hotel could be,” he says.
Instead of plodding through the expected reception
area, guests would enter the hotel through the bakery.
The smell of fresh bread would make them feel
96
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2 At first glance this
dining area looks pretty
straightforward. But, like
the bakery's products, it's
far more complex than
that. The mix of communal,
round and square tables
adds interest, as does the
variation in the pendant
lighting. Even the plants
in the wall display vary by
growth pattern and size.

3 What reception desk
could be as memorable
as the sight and smell of
the breads and pastries
that greet guests as they
enter Hotel Praktik BakeryBarcelona? Black joinery,
a shining steel counter
and statement-making art
provide a fitting backdrop for
this multi-sensory space.

3

A division of the

Product Shown: Anastasia on Custom Synthesis I Visit us at BDNY Space #548 I DURKAN.COM

I M AG I N E T H AT

4 Brick carries through from
the bakery to the hotel, but a
coat of white paint changes
the mood from the rustic,
industrial feel of the commercial space to the cool
modernity of this lounge and
the guest rooms.
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welcome and at home. They’d immediately
become engaged with the property as they
observed the culinary craftspeople at work,
enjoyed the aroma of baking breads and
pastries and, of course, tasted the end result.
“Besides, what would most people like to
wake up to—an alarm clock or the scent of
bread just out of the oven?” he says.
It’s this kind of multi-sensory thinking that
has all the hallmarks of being the next big
thing in hospitality design. The symbiotic
fusion that inspired this 74-room, three-star
property not only provides a differentiated
marketing hook; it points to a whole new
direction in design. Barcelona’s superstar interiorista, Lázaro Rosa-Violán and his Contemporain Studio, had to rewrite the design
narrative to take into account that taste,
touch, smell and sound wouldn’t simply
enhance the visuals; they’d have equal billing
as drivers for the interior environment.
The difference is obvious as soon as
guests open the door. They barely glimpse the
reception desk through an archway at the far
end of the space. Instead, the layout has them
walking along a long bakery counter. In
curating the FF&E, Rosa-Violán had to
consider not only logical sight lines but how
the scent of the breads and pastries and the
sounds of conversation, orders being placed
and cashiers checking out customers would
direct people’s focus.
To engage patrons and guests with the
theater of the baker’s art without putting
them literally in the heat of the kitchen, the
designers installed a sound-proofed glass
partition between the two spaces. The profiles
of the massive, custom-made wood-fired
oven, gleaming commercial equipment and
brimming storage vats make bold design
statements that play well with the exposed
brick walls behind the bakery counter and the
long sweep of the metallic service counter.
Key elements in this hardworking kitchen
also supplied the recipe for the materials and
color palette. The cast iron solidity of the door
and oven front informs the modernized black
trusses that dress up the ceilings of the shop
and reception area, as well as the blackpainted joinery that outlines destinations
throughout the public space. Concrete floors
are strictly functional in the back of the house.
But, with a polished finished, they lend a
contemporary edge to the front of the house.

©2014 THE MAYA ROMANOFF CORPORATION®

W E AT H E R E D M E TA L S I I
M A Y A R O M A N O F F . COM

TYPE II 54˝ VINYL

extraordinary surfacing materials

V I S I T U S AT B D N Y L U X U R Y L O U N G E B O O T H # 3 3 7
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6

Wood and tile unify both the ground floor and guest room
levels. Downstairs, Scandinavian-influenced, light-toned
wooden furniture works with Mediterranean elements to
achieve an easy, homey feel. “We love to mix different styles
and try to use materials in new ways,” says Rosa-Violán,
whose firm designed Hotel Praktik Bakery-Barcelona's three
headline-making sisters and its newest sibling, Hotel Praktik
Vinoteca, which opened Oct. 15 in Barcelona. “But this clearly
had to be less ornate than the concepts we usually develop.”
Seating and tables keep a low, almost horizontal profile. A
striking array of pendant lights and wall displays vivified with
neat grids of live plants energize the vertical reach of the main
dining area and small courtyard café.
Smallish guest rooms required some innovative thinking.
“We had to take loving care of each element to compensate,”
says Rosa-Violán. So, the wood theme of the lower floor
breaks into new territory as paneling that offers a new twist
on traditional French boiserie. Handmade, framed white tile
5 "We love the residential warmth
of antique white, so we made the
guest room all about that," says
designer Lázaro Rosa-Violán. The
dual-armed black task lights above
the bed add the right contrast
while echoing the cast iron accents
of the ground floor spaces.
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6 Since the bathroom is part
of the entrance to the guest
rooms, it had to be eyecatching. Boldly patterned
tiles become the focal point,
not only in the shower but
as part of the art program
for the entire space.

Grand II Series

IMAGINED BY YOU, DEVELOPED BY MITYLITE
With more than 25 years of furniture manufacturing experience,
our consultative process ensures unique designs are engineered to
exceed durability standards, are delivered on time, and within budget.

CONCEPT

TO REALITY

SEE HOW

Begin today! 888-380-1269 | BDNY Booth 544 | MityLite.com

panels that recall those in the bakery become backdrops for
inventive dual-armed, wall-mounted light fixtures.
The bathrooms are really “the special piece” of the guest rooms,
adds Piero Mocellini, architect and interior designer, Contemporain Studio. There’s a lot to see within this compact area, including
an “open closet” made of iron tubs that houses the one-piece basin
and storage unit. Patterned tiles create a floor-to-ceiling mural on
the shower walls—a fact that’s especially significant since the bathroom is integrated into the foyer of the guest rooms.
Throughout the hotel, Rosa-Violán prioritized making everything—not just the visuals—work together. “People interact with
this hotel before they step over the threshold,” he says. “They can
already see the bakery through the window of the front façade
and smell the baked goods. It’s the role of interior design to make
that experience more interesting and different from anything
else.” Since the hotel’s been sold out frequently this autumn, it’s
clear both clients and designers have risen to the occasion. 

7

7 A window to the street and
an interior glass wall give
maximum exposure to the
performance art of bakers
at work. Modern equipment
contrasts with traditional
bread baskets and a custom
wood-fired stove to forge an
unforgettable focal point at the
shared hotel/bakery entrance.

8 The same materials and
colors used for the bakery
take on a residential flair in
the hotel's laid-back reception area. All it took was a
little leavening from the bold
wool rug and framed prints
and eclectic mashup of contemporary Mediterraneanaccented seating.

8

PROJECT
PARTICIPANTS
CLIENTS

Praktik Hotels
Forn Baluard
DESIGN

Contemporain Studio
FLOORING

Art Parquet (synthetic
flooring)
Pavindus (polished
concrete)
WOODWORK

TECTAR

IRONWORK

ATD S.I.

DRAPERY SYSTEMS

Coordonne
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THERE’S
ALWAYS
ONE

WITH NANOTEX, EVEN THE MOST STYLISH,
ELEGANT TEXTILES WILL REPEL STAINS,
SPILLS, AND DIRT, PROLONGING THE LIFE
AND RETAINING THE INTEGRITY OF YOUR DESIGN.

YOUR FABRICS DESERVE TO BE
TREATED WITH NANOTEX.

A CRYPTON COMPANY

2014 DESIGNED SPACES

SOJOURN LOUNGE

BY DESIGN POOLE

DISPLAY #355

FEATURE AREA SPONSORS

Architex
Ariston
B Carpet
Hubbardton Forge
Wonderly’s
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTORS
el media group
US Vinyl

Travel used to be a romantic venture for the privileged few. As time has passed,
travel has become a more basic necessity. The faster and more direct, the
better, as we seek more time to be productive with work. The Sojourn Lounge,
by Design Poole, is a tribute to the warriors of travel, providing luxury lounging
space and casual conversation areas with high-quality finishes and materials
and unique seating choices—perfect for connecting with friends, colleagues
and clients at BDNY.

LEARN MORE >> BDNY.com

S I N C E
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kimpton riverplace hotel portland

interior design, gino castaño llc

h o s p i ta l i t y f u r n i t u r e s o l u t i o n s
VAUGHAN BENZ

1635 NORTH MAIN STREET, LOS ANGELES CA, 90012

TEL: 323.752.4555

INFO@VAUGHANBENZ.COM

WWW.VAUGHANBENZ.COM

2014 DESIGNED SPACES

LUXURY LOUNGE

BY WILSON ASSOCIATES

DISPLAY #337

FEATURE AREA SPONSORS

HG Arts
Justin David Textiles
Maya Romanoff
Swarovski Lighting
Vaughan Benz
Zenith Rugs
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTOR
el media group

Enter a cocoon of luxury in this geode-like design created for our honored
BDNY guests and designed by Wilson Associates as a sanctuary of
hospitality. The concept of “shooting star” mirrors the meteoric rise of Wilson
Associates in the hospitality design universe over the decades since its creation
by Trisha Wilson. This meteor is multi-faceted, with a distinct character on the
outside, and an unexpected surprise on the inside.

LEARN MORE >> BDNY.com

2014 DESIGNED SPACES

SPA-TACULAR

BY FODA DESIGN

DISPLAY #973

FEATURE AREA SPONSORS

Apaiser
Bryan Ashley
Dimplex
Faulkner+Locke
Legrand
Pacific Direct
Sapphire Chandelier
Séura
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTORS
Covington Contract
Daltile
MechoShade
RH Contract
VQC

WINNER
Jennifer Kleen,
Principal, FODA Design

Experience your everyday cleansing ritual in a luxurious Zen inspired bathroom
integrated with cutting edge technology at Spa-Tacular, the BDwest Design
Competition winner for Best Guest Bath, by FODA Design. The open plan
blends the elements fire, water, stone, wood, and metal providing a soothing
balance to your senses. FODA welcomes you to the newly defined and
personally tailored spa wet bath….the new approach to ‘pampering yourself.’

LEARN MORE >> BDNY.com

Hilton Hotel | Kiev, Ukraine

PRECIOSA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
New York, NY  845-875-4541
New York | Los Angeles | Montreal |
Dubai | London | Prague | Moscow |
Singapore | Hong Kong | Shanghai

www.preciosalighting.com
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2 Sheets of aluminum cut
into varying lengths and
thicknesses create a
blooming canopy above
the main dining area.

THINK

BIG

Some of today’s
coolest F&B venues are
stripping off their layers
and concentrating the
design focus on one
knock-out piece.
BY ORIANA LERNER

FOR THE LAST DECADE , chefs have been
exploring ways to keep the culinary focus on
the real flavor of food. Now, they’re asking
designers to do the same with their approach
to the interiors. Sure, there are still multiple
destinations and varying experiences in F&B
venues, but they’re not all competing for
visual attention at once. Restaurants, bars and
lounges from Tokyo to Seattle are playing up
one singularly sensational element to deliver a
stylistic punch patrons can’t forget.
Here’s the how-to from three groundbreaking projects.

NOVEMBER 2014 boutiquedesign.com
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AlumiNum Flower
GArdeN | Tokyo
Moriyuki ochiai, president of Tokyo-based Moriyuki Ochiai Archi-

2

3

PROJECT
PARTICIPANTS
OWNER

Ronwit

DESIGN

2 Digital screens placed within
the aluminum blossoms
evoke flowers' seeds. The
glossy floor acts as a mirror
for the sheen of the blooms.

Moriyuki Ochiai Architects

3 Traditional origami techniques
transform metal into organic
curves. The liighting design
plays with reflection and
refraction, so that the effect
changes with each glance.

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR

Aslego

CEILINGS

AEP Span
moriyuki ochiai
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tects, had just 753 sq. ft. of space in which to make a big design statement for the Aluminum Flower Garden restaurant. With no interior
walls, a mandate that all of the furniture had to be movable and the
need to build clear circulation patterns so that patrons wouldn’t be
tripping over each other, that left just one broad canvas: the ceiling.
Fortunately, playing with vertical space is Ochiai’s wheelhouse. In
previous projects, he festooned the upper reaches of restaurants with
lattice work and lighting that represent a deconstructed forest canopy
or suspended metallic sheets that turned an eatery into a shimmering
light cave. For Aluminum Flower Garden, he had to take his signature
mix of nature-inspired concepts and durable materials to the next
level in terms of impact and functionality. He found inspiration in two
staples of Japanese culture: origami and aluminum.
Folding paper into fanciful shapes requires precise, labor-intensive
craftsmanship; folding metal into a ceiling of undulating blooms might
look more futuristic, but demanded the same human touch.
Each recyclable “petal” was cut by hand so that the dimensions and
thickness could be modulated to create differentiated zones within this
small space. The designers clustered blooms of varying lengths not only
to create sparkling gardens on the ceilings, but to provide definition for
micro environments without the use of dividers or partitions.
“In the stand-up bar area. the petals are shorter to keep a sense of
height in the ceiling and make the area feel more open and peaceful,
while in the central passage area the size of the petals varies significantly and the flow becomes more energetic. We used longer ‘flowers’
to form a low ceiling in the waiting area to give off a more relaxed vibe,”
says Ochiai.
And, like origami, the complexity of the individual elements makes
for a whole that offers an experiential variety beyond the sum of its
parts. “That’s why we were inspired by the flower shape—it’s made up
of small, subtle elements,” he says. “I think the gradually changing
shape of the petal is so beautiful.”
Mirrors reflect and refract the glowing petals in this glowing
canopy—allowing guests to customize their experience of the space
with each glance. Lighting levels are intentionally low to keep the
effect from getting too cold or too clinical. Dark furnishings lend a
sense of plushness and warmth that softens the overall ambiance.
And, guests can feel good about enjoying this visual canopy since all of
the elements can be taken down and recycled. The contrast of warmth
and coolness, industrial and organic materials gives a fresh feel and
makes the space come alive, says Ochai.

EXPERIENCE OUR

CUSTOM
COMFORT
QUICK

CAPABILITIES OR IN LINE DESIGNS WITH THE CLASSIC

WE’RE KNOWN FOR AND DELIVERY SO

YOU WILL LOVE US FOREVER

UPHOLSTERY / TABLES & STORAGE / LIGHTING
MGBWCONTRACT.COM
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Fei UltraloUNge |
W gUaNgzhoU, ChiNa
With its nearly 60-ft.-tall ceiling and three glass

walls, this space reads on paper like a designer’s dream.
For Tokyo-based A.N.D. Design’s executive creative
director, Ryu Kosaka, channeling the almost infinite
possibilities into a single outstanding element was a
literal lightbulb moment (and an energy-saving one, of
course). Kosaka wanted to keep the design statement
super-sized and maintain the sense of volume.
Doing that meant finding a way to catch the eye
without blocking the view through the area. Kosaka’s
bright idea: strings of fiber optic lights hung within the
glass walls “During the day, the wall transmits and reflects
the natural light; it also becomes an enormous crystal
filter. As it becomes darker, the filter releases myriads of
moving lights for a more dramatic feel,” says Kosaka.
Supporting that statement throughout the space was
also key. Dividing the 10,094 sq.-ft. space into four floors
brought it down to human scale. The discreet richness of
the black stone on the bar front and floor provides an
ideal backdrop for the lighting by grounding the look—
114 boutiquedesign.com
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4 Semi-transparent amber
glass over the bar gives a
warmer note to the changing colors of the fiber optic
lights behind it. The mix
of warm and cool hues is
echoed in the bar top.
5 Strategic spotlights play a
starring role in this bar area,
whether shining through the
icy tabletops and bar counter or shimmering along the
filaments suspended from
the ceiling.

 ASI Wood Panels  ASI Flooring  ASI Decorative Surfaces
 ASI Specialty Products  ASI Display & Furniture

Introducing the Manhattan Vinyl Collection
inspired by five of New York City’s culturally diverse areas, these groupings of 100%
luxury vinyl tiles and planks made from recycled content are performance-driven
and sustainable delivering an impactful design choice.

Hudson Yards conveys the timeless
experience that only natural stone can
suggest.

Madison Square offers a modern
approach with patterns simulating
wood grains.
High Line reflects the park built
on a historic freight rail line replicating
natural hardwoods.

Nolita takes a cue from the trendy
neighborhood mimicking a muted palette
of sandstone materials.
Battery Park is a mirror of the
environmentally sustainable neighborhood
imitating distressed hardwoods.

 FloorScore certified for Indoor Air Quality
Please visit Architectural Systems at BDNY!
Nov. 9-10th, Jacob Javits Center, NYC
Booth #755

ASI Sustainable Product
This collection is in stock and available online

www.archsystems.com

6

6 The lighting changes
depending on the time of
day, from transparent when
it's light outside to dramatic
hues during the evenings.
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7 A distinct tonal palette gives
each of the four levels within
the bar its own visual identity, from the dark seating
in this space to the creamy
shades in the one below.
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Courtesy of W Hotels

which could otherwise run the risk of seeming too brash for a
lounge that W wanted to use to attract a more mature client base.
The choice of materials was also guided by the interplay of
opaque and transparent textures. The space’s metal pieces have a
burnished quality that gleams under that light and also reflects
the transformation in the atmosphere with each shift of the
lighting in the curtain wall. The lava-like look of the bar top
provides another case study in how to make rigid materials look
touchable and malleable. Glass partitions balance separation of
the spaces with clear visibility.
This movable feast for the eyes might just point to one of the
most important trends in designing wow-inducing focal points
going forward. As guests crave more experiential environments,
designers will have to deliver harder-working style statements
that give them something fresh to see each time they enter the
space—whether it’s a different color or another perspective on a
vital detail.

INDOOR/
OUTDOOR

Our newest indoor/outdoor collection is all about color and comes in post-industrial
recycled polypropylene and polyester. Made from solution-dyed yarns, this high-durability
product is bleach-cleanable and passes 3,500 hours lightfastness. The Al Fresco Collection
is available in 65 playful SKUs.
S AM P L ES

info@pkcontract.com

TEL

212-292-2352

FAX

212-292-3279

P K C O NT R AC T.C OM
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vespoliNa | seattle
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integrate the herringbone motif and hexagonal
shape that would be reimagined on various
surfaces throughout the space. She delivered a
centerpiece for the dining room in the form of
an art column that deconstructs the inspiration
of the original tile and draws the attention
upward. The fiery bright shades at the top of
one face of the column reference the vividness
of Ginder’s hexagonal, metallic and orange
lights while the monochrome tones on another
face pay tribute to the original tile.
A critical step in realizing their vision was
making sure the architecture worked with, not
against, the restaurant’s focal point. First, the
flow of the space needed to be redefined to
create a more direct traffic pattern. To accomplish that, the team relocated the entrance and
raised portions of the floor. Then, Ginder’s
lighting design had to be based around existing
wiring—quite an assignment considering the
venue had originally housed ornate chandeliers.
“We often come at a problem in a way that
tries to solve things first in an obvious way, and
then try to look to see where we can insert the
unexpected, offering a new twist on the idea,”
says Chun. 

PROJECT
PARTICIPANTS
CLIENTS

Michael Galloway, manager
Jason Stratton, chef
DESIGN AND ARCHITECT

zeroplus

SPECIALTY DESIGN
CONSULTANT

Kate Jessup (tile mural)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Dolan Built
lisa chun

FURNITURE

Dolan Built (tables)
Erich Ginder (chairs, stools)

8 Pulling together a cohesive
design from a single piece
of tile meant carrying the
theme down to the smallest details, like the chair
upholstery and mullions on
the cabinets.

LIGHTING

Erich Ginder Studio
SIGNAGE/GRAPHICS

Montenegro Design

WALLCOVERINGS AND
MATERIALS

Dolan Built (wood paneling)
Erich Ginder Studio
(wallcovering)
HAnSOn PHOTO GrOuP

THIS WEST COAST restaurant shows that
wow factors don’t always come in big—or
expensive—packages. The explosion of shape
and pattern that makes this Italian eatery a
stand-out in the city’s crowded dining scene
started with a tiny catalyst: a single white,
herringbone tile pattern that caught the attention of chef Jason Stratton and Lisa Chun,
cofounder and principal of design firm, zeroplus, when they first walked the raw space.
“We knew we wanted to make that the statement piece, but we also knew we wanted to
riff on the theme, not just repeat the refrain,”
says Chun.
Stratton was interested in the work of local
furniture and lighting designer Erich Ginder,
head of Erich Ginder Studio, so Chun added him
to the mix. “This project required a client and
team who were willing to explore ideas collectively,” says Chun, who launched her firm in 1999
with Joshua Brevoort. “The result is nothing that
any one part of the team would have arrived at,
but it enabled us to find a way to unify the look
without just harping on one point.”
So, the team challenged artist Kate Jessup to
create a floor-to-ceiling signpost that could

Custom is
the Standard
When your hospitality project calls for
a custom design, turn to Lexmark
Hospitality. Our unique custom
capabilities allow us to create stylish
and sophisticated patterns from your
chosen artwork, wallpaper, or fabric
samples. See how Lexmark Hospitality
can turn your ideas into reality. Visit
LXDesigns.com for more information.

L ex ma rk c a rpet. c o m
L X D es i gns . c o m
1 800 871 3211

1

A favorite local outdoor activity
is referenced in the Hotel
Vermont's lobby, in the form
of a sled-shaped lounge chair.
A granite-clad elevator core
(left) anchors the space.

Small-scale boutique operators are
leveraging their freedom to revolutionize
what guests expect from lifestyle design.
BY MAT THEW HALL
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WHILE MAJOR HOTELIERS continue their stampede into
the lifestyle/boutique sector—witness Hilton Worldwide’s
recently announced plans for its new Canopy flag (see the Buzz
item at the front of this magazine for more on that concept)—
independents are still asserting their presence in the market.
The following three projects, which consist of a new-build, a
conversion and a renovation, show how savvy stand-alone
players are using design to help stake out their turf.

JI M W ESTP HALE N (H OTEL
AND DE ETJ EN)

INDEPENDENTS’ DAY

Custom Furniture for
the Hospitality Industry
contract@centuryfurniture.com

401 11th Street NW
Hickory, NC 28602
828.328.1851

centuryfurniture.com

Bridgeton Collection, Night Stand, 499-227

Showing at BDNY / Booth 772
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HOTEL VERMONT
BURLINGTON, VT.

TALK ABOUT a lobby that rocks. The large slabs of Vermont black

granite used to clad the central elevator core of this 124-room
hotel immediately connect guests with the dramatic natural
surroundings. Arranged in an abstract pattern, the cladding also
references how the stone is cut and extracted at a nearby quarry.
Designer TruexCullins Interiors set out “to create an experience
within in the hotel that is truly ‘of Vermont,’ with a feeling that
evokes the spirit and quality of our state without resorting to
nostalgia,” says Kim Deetjen, principal and leader of the locally
based firm’s interior design studio. “To accomplish that, we drew
inspiration from the quality of light, natural materials and fine
craftsmanship of The Green Mountain State.”
Natural materials can be found both underfoot and overhead,
in the form of shells and stones from nearby Lake Champlain
embedded in the polished concrete flooring and a grand canopy
122 boutiquedesign.com
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KIM DEETJEN

Working within the confines
of square guest rooms, the
designers created a unique
split-bathroom layout in
the king rooms. White oak
headboards and branchpatterned carpeting help
engender a cozy ambiance.

ceiling clad in tongue-and-groove white oak. The most
notable touch reflecting homegrown craftsmanship is
the lobby’s sled-shaped lounge chair, whose frame was
constructed by local woodworkers.
Finding ways to light the space was especially challenging, given the hotel’s north-facing site and corresponding lack of direct sunlight. The solution: install
spotlights that create lighting effects on the walls
similar to those found in nature, such as sunlight
filtering through a canopy of trees.
The hotel’s guest rooms, meantime, are almost
perfectly square, due to the narrowness of the
building site. “That meant we were able to take a
unique approach to both the layout and design of
those spaces,” says Deetjen. “In the double queen
rooms, we had the beds face the window, which
provides a vestibule on the entry side of the headboard wall. In the king rooms, the entry door was
placed in the center of the room, and that door is
flanked by a split bathroom.”
With its unusual guest room configurations and
hyper-local materials palette, the Hotel Vermont
proves that hotels don’t have to be big, urban or
hipster cool to get attention, as attested to by its being
named to TripAdvisor’s annual list of the Top Ten Best
New Hotels in the U.S.

3

3
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Floor-to-ceiling
oak planks create a
peek-a-boo effect in
the hotel's Juniper
Restaurant and Bar.
The hotel's oneof-a-kind appeal
is reflected in
its facade, an
assemblage of
overlapping wood
and brick blocks.

PROJECT
PARTICIPANTS
OWNER

HOTEL VERMONT
DESIGN

TruexCullins Interiors
ARCHITECT

Smith Buckley Architects
SPECIALTY DESIGN
CONSULTANTS

J&M Lighting (exterior lighting)
Available Light (interior
lighting)
Landshapes (landscape
design)
ART

Duncan Johnson
Gail Saltzman
New Duds
COMMUNITY TABLE AND
OTTOMANS

Windy Ledges
FLOORS

Vermont Eco Floors
Vermont Wildwoods
OAK PANELING/CABINETRY

Tom Moore & Sons
SLED CHAIR

Beeken Parsons
WOOD CEILING/IRON WORK

Larz Allen
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HOTEL ZAMORA

WORKING IN A building that was originally

supposed to house condominiums, Design Styles
Architecture and Cuba-Fernandez Design teamed
up to turn it into a 50-key boutique hotel that channels a Spanish castle, both outside and in. “The
building’s original exterior was meant to emulate
the varying architecture types of a Spanish town in
a single building, with an undulating façade, arched
windows and colonnades, various cornice details
and other adornments,” notes Andy Dohmen, the
architecture firm’s principal and ceo. “When it was
changed to a hotel, that concept was abstracted
slightly to create a more unified building, primarily
through a whitewashed exterior that’s a more
Mediterranean interpretation of the style.”
Spanish accents are on tap within. “The family
of one of the co-owners is from Zamora [a province
126 boutiquedesign.com
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in western Spain], and in tribute to that place, he
asked us to create interiors that are Spanish,
sophisticated and modern,” says Zeke Fernandez,
owner-partner at Cuba-Fernandez Design. “We
translated that into contrasting textures, bright
colors and dramatic artwork.”
The lobby floor incorporates a traditional European-style stone pattern that contrasts with
contemporary furniture upholstered in shades of
dark brown, cognac, orange and turquoise.
“Because the lobby opens into the Castile restaurant, we used the same color scheme in both
places,” Fernandez notes.
In addition, the guest rooms utilize a somewhat
muted version of the color palette found in the
public areas. “The rooms have a monochromatic
elegance, with applied mouldings painted in the

5

Hotel Zamora's public
spaces are saturated with
contrasting textures, bright
colors and vibrant artwork.

ZEKE FERNANDEZ

COU RTE SY OF HO TEL Z AM ORA (HOTE L); COURTESY OF
CUB A- FE RNAD EZ DE SIG N (F ERNAND E Z)

ST. PETE BEACH, FLA.

Project: Marriott Marquis, Washington, D.C.
Designer: HOK New York

INNOVATIVE GOES
TO WASHINGTON.

innovativecarpets.com
Visit us at BDNY #737
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same color as the walls and carpeting,”
says Fernandez. “We added visual punch
to the rooms with sharp contrasts of
color in the bedside lamps, accent bed
pillow, runner and artwork.”
But before getting to those spaces,
guests pass through entry doors that
reference the castle motif, with their
stained wood, large iron rivets and small
iron-grill openings in the middle. That
royal welcome, says Fernandez, is one of
many characteristics designed to help
make stays at Hotel Zamora memorable.
6
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The hotel's king rooms have a
living room area that's separated
from the sleeping quarters by
a floor-to-ceiling glass wall
equipped with drapes that can be
drawn for added privacy.

A whitewashed exterior with brown
accents helps evoke the feel of a
Spanish castle—albeit one that's
been transplanted to Florida.

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
OWNERS/DEVELOPERS

Henry Suarez, Kiran Patel

Arteriors
Allan Copley

DESIGN

FABRICS

Cuba-Fernandez Design
ARCHITECT

Design Styles Architecture
PURCHASING COMPANY

FF&E Inc. and CubaFernandez Design
ARTWORK

Leftbank Art Co.
BATHROOM VANITIES

Asmayda Furniture
BED COVERINGS

Valley Forge Fabrics
Studio Twist
CASEGOODS

FF&E Contract
DRAPERY

Jose Leal Ent.
P/Kaufmann
FURNITURE

Mitchell Gold + Bob
Williams
Bernhardt
Restoration Hardware

Valley Forge Fabrics
Architex
Kravet Contract
Romo
LIGHTING

Robert Abbey
Global Views
FF&E Contract
Restoration Hardware
MIRRORS

FF&E Contract
Restoration Hardware
Asmayda Furniture
SEATING

Bernhardt
FF&E Contract
TABLES

FF&E Contract
Allan Copley
Bernhardt
WALLCOVERINGS

Phillip Jeffries
Maharam
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SUNSET MARQUIS HOTEL AND VILLAS
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

SINCE OPENING in 1963, this 152-key hotel/villa
complex near L.A.’s Sunset Strip has served as a homeaway-from home to rock stars, filmmakers and writers,
among others. In recent years, the property has undergone a series of renovations, the latest of which involved
remodels of the 100 hotel suites in its main building by
Oliva Villaluz of Oliva Villaluz Design & Decor.
The designer, who’s updated a variety of spaces within
the hotel over the course the past decade-plus, says her
makeover of the suites was designed “to simplify them
and give them clean lines that would make them feel
more spacious, more like an urban loft.” To help accomplish that, Villaluz installed large mirrored barn doors
between the suites’ living rooms and bedrooms, and also
specified space-saving “floating” nightstands and
dressers that are attached to the walls. The updated
bathrooms also include a wall-mounted vanity, along
with double sinks and green, glass-tiled walls.
A slight metallic sheen lends a reflective quality to
the room’s cabinetry. “I wanted the suites to be bright,
fun, comfortable and most of all, different from a typical
hotel room,” says Villaluz.
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
OWNER

Raleigh Enterprises
DESIGN

FURNITURE

ARCHITECT

LIGHTING

"Floating" nightstands and
reflective finishes help
create a streamlined look
in the updated suites of the
Sunset Marquis.

Pasquale Squieri

ART

Los Angeles Art Group

Quoizel Lighting
Kichler Lighting
Hinkley Lighting

BATH FIXTURES

MIRRORS

Specialty Hardware
Details Hardware
CASEGOODS
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Atlas Carpet
Susan Jablon Mosaics

Oliva Villaluz Design &
Decor
Nadel Architects

OLIVA VILLALUZ

FLOORING

US Cabinet
FABRICS

Tom Dworkin
Innovations
Maharam
Designtex

Striving Artists
DRAPERY
Hung Up On Blinds
SEATING

Aspects Furniture
Pasquale Squieri
WALLCOVERINGS
Innovations
Abet Laminati

GRE Y CRAWFOR D PH OTOG RA PHY (SUI TE); COURTES Y O F O LI VA V I LL AL U Z DE S I G N & DE C O R ( V I L L A L U Z )
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2014 DESIGNED SPACES

IMBIBE

A LOUNGE BY HOK

DISPLAY #937

FEATURE AREA SPONSORS

Duralee
Feltex|Meridien
Gainwell International
Meridien Accents
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTOR
Preciosa Lighting

Global design and architecture firm HOK drew inspiration from the effectual
mineral malachite for its Imbibe lounge concept at BDNY. Through intricate
contours of bright greens, greys and blues, the design echoes the concentric
circles of malachite—at once mesmerizing and calming—recognizing nature’s
ability to heal and renew us.

LEARN MORE >> BDNY.com

NYC IN NOVEMBER,

SoCal in Spring

PRESENTED BY

PRODUCED BY

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Join us in April for BDNY’s sister trade fair on the West
Coast, and source FF&E with a fresh perspective and an
appetite for discovery. Now in its third year, BDwest is fast
becoming a rite of spring for hospitality design
professionals who’ve found its wide aisles, manageable
size, unique experiences and relaxed California vibe make
doing business a pleasure.

APRIL
8-9, 2015
SAN DIEGO
CONVENTION
CENTER

Add to that exclusive social events and a
conference program featuring some of the most
respected hoteliers, owners, designers and
purchasing agents in hospitality—in a sunlit,
glass-enclosed indoor/outdoor exhibit space,
harborside in San Diego.

2015 PREVIEW
300+ manufacturers/marketers
1,700 anticipated attendees
SOCIAL EVENTS
Boutique 18 Awards Presentation
BDwest Opening Reception
SPECIAL FEATURES AND PROGRAMS
BD On-Site Design Challenge
Designed Lounge/Networking Spaces
NEWH Orange & San Diego Counties Regional Group’s
Hospitality Fashion Challenge: Design in a Box
Conference Program / Accredited Sessions
BD SIGNATURE SESSIONS
Brand Central
Boutique Design Power Players: Women Leaders in
Hospitality, co-sponsored by NEWH and WIL
ISHP/BD Owners’ Grill

REGISTER TODAY
For exhibitor information and
sponsorship opportunities, visit
www.boutiquedesignwest.com/exhibit

BOUTIQUEDESIGNWEST.COM

VIEW
FROM
THE TOP
Some of the hospitality industry’s women
thought leaders offer insights on what’s
ahead for 2015 and how designers can
leverage the new year’s opportunities.
BY MARY SCOVIAK
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Trisha Wilson, chairman, Trisha Wilson
Global, will be the keynote speaker
at Boutique Design New York and a
panelist on the Boutique Design Power
Players: Women Leaders in Hospitality
breakfast cosponsored by NEWH and
AH&LA's Women in Lodging.

design industry? Boutique Design put that question to some of
the industry’s most visionary executives. Yes, they’re all women.
But more importantly, they all have the kind of business and
creative acumen that is changing both the process and end
product of hospitality design.
They’ll be offering their views in more detail at our signature
Boutique Design New York event: Boutique Design Power
Players: Women Leaders in Hospitality, cosponsored by NEWH
and the American Hotel & Lodging Assn.’s (AH&LA's) Women in
Lodging (WIL). The ticketed breakfast kicks off with a keynote
speech by Trisha Wilson, chairman, Trisha Wilson Global, at 8:30
am, Monday, Nov. 10 at New York’s Jacob K. Javits Convention
Center. She’ll then join a panel discussion on key issues whose
other participants will include:
• Danette Opaczewski, chief operating officer, Ian Schrager Co.
• Deborah Herman, owner and president, Fabric Innovations
• Glenn Wilson, vice president, global product development,
Marriott and JW Marriott, Marriott International
• Leslie Temples, principal, L Temples and Co.
• Meg Prendergast, principal, The Gettys Group
• Michelle Lee, director, design-Hilton Brand, Global Design
Services, Hilton Worldwide
• Stacey Greene, vice president-design and construction,
Chesapeake Lodging Trust
Here’s a preview of what they see ahead.

STEV E W RUB EL

WHAT WILL THE next 12 months look like for the hospitality
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Her breaktHrougH moments:
There were two key points in time that
really changed the design game for me.
The first was diversifying geographically
while staying in a specialty, niche market.
The second was opening an office in New
York and then in Los Angeles and eventually going over the pond (to London) to
really give legitimacy to our Dallas-based
design company. At the time, people did not
think good design could come out of Texas.
These additional office locations were
monumental in positioning the company to
break through. From there, I just kept
going. I didn’t lose steam. I didn’t lose
momentum. I just moved forward.

2
WHAT WILL BE 2015’s HOT-BUTTON IssUEs?

2

The Gettys Group answers
guest demand for liveable/
workable public spaces
at the Renaissance
Westchester in West
Harrison, N.Y., by blending
easy connectivity and ample
work space with a homey
bookcase and swirling
patterned carpet.

3

Trisha Wilson has been
helping children in need
in South Africa through
The Wilson Foundation
since 1997.

Stacey Greene: Whether you’re a hospitality investor or designer,

the big question will be, “Where do you put your money?” For
example, we know that guests are spending less time in their rooms.
They want to use the public areas to relax, dine, work, and socialize.
So the owner and operator can delete the sit-down restaurant, but
how do clients and designers get all that in one space? And when
guests do get their rooms, they’re telling us they don’t need a desk.
They prefer to work on their laptops in a lounge chair or in bed.
However, we do want lots of plug-ins whether it be USB ports or
outlets for our devices. So design and layout become very important
to the guest and profitability of the hotel. The public space dynamics
have made huge changes as well. The guest wants technology, food
and drink, social time, private time, etc. They want it all and they
want it in one space. So what do we invest in?
MeG PrenderGaSt: From our perspective, 2105 will be about speed

to market; Millennial-based planning and personal tech support.
Designers also will have to figure out how to respond to security and
safety concerns while maintaining hotel spaces that people want to
be in. How can we elegantly factor in security devices, be it via hardware or software, for guests? Will people demand certain cleaning
practices for food and beverage areas, guest rooms and function
areas? How will a hotel provide not only a physically secure space
138 boutiquedesign.com
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Her advice to designers
interested in starting tHeir
own business:
Follow your dreams. Just go for it. Don’t
ever let a situation, another person or
especially, yourself, stand in the way.
Remember to take it one day at a time and
don’t think of what could go wrong. Think of
what could go right. I’d also warn about the
danger in planning too much. A Harvard
University case study found that, if we plan
excessively, then we are more likely to miss
opportunities that come from unseen
places. Stay open and be flexible. Greatness
will come. Finally, I’d like to leave you with
a quote by Coco Chanel: “In order to be
irreplaceable, one must always be
different.” In my experience, truer words
were never spoken.

cou rte s Y o F t He ge tt Ys g rou P (ren aissan ce we stc H es te r ); co u rt e s Y oF t He wi L s o n F o u n dat i o n ( wiL s o n )

triSha WilSon
chairman,
Trisha Wilson Global

LUXURY AND DEDICATION
QUALITY PRODUCT THAT IS
RESPECTFUL OF
THE ENVIRONMENT.
WE PUT IT IN PRACTICE.
There’s a story to every great manufacture
and this one is pure epic.
Since 2001, Moonart Hospitality LLC has
become a global supplier in the hospitality market.
From comfort to luxury, one of the largest
international hospitality manufacturer has become
the partner of choice in providing quality furnishings
at exceptional value. We view customers as partners
in success. Because we believe we’re all looking
for the same “customer satisfaction, proactive
project management, and just in time delivery.”
Become part of the Moonart Hospitality story.
Together, we’re a perfect fit.
Come and see us at BDNY Booth 1160

s a le s @m oonar t - hospit alit y. com

m o o n a r t h o s p i t a l i t y. c o m
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Deborah herman
owner and president
Fabric innovations
BEST ADVICE: My father was my mentor.
The best lesson I learned about being
successful was “just work harder.”

If SHE WEREN’T IN HER CURRENT jOB,
SHE’D BE A: I have no interest in being
something else.

4
but a healthful one beyond aspirational “wellness” lip service? All of
this offers another layer of design opportunity to make sure these
elements are designed in seamlessly and creatively.
Trisha Wilson: The greatest challenges ahead for hospitality

meg PrenDergasT
principal | the Gettys Group
ADVICE SHE’D GIVE YOURSELf If SHE
WERE HER BEST fRIEND: Travel to as
many places as you can; experience as
much as you can; do for others as much as
you can; and plan to leave the world in a
better place than when you found it. Oh, and
save for when you aren’t a 9-to-5er….My
accountant would put that first on the list!
If SHE WASN’T IN HER CURRENT jOB,
SHE’D BE A: Is there such thing as a landscape architectural, painting studio, with a
pie shop wing?
WHAT MAkES A GOOD LEADER:
Someone who listens, does the work, learns
from it and owns it.
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designers, operators, investors, manufacturers and honestly, any
industry, moving into 2015 are largely economic and technological
in nature. The economy, both domestically and internationally, is
volatile and variable, which places substantial strains on the business environment. Since the economic downturn, banks have
become more risk averse, making loans more difficult to obtain.
And then, there was the recent low in the stock market. Moving into
the future, I believe that businesses will face an increasingly
competitive climate where substantial obstacles exist in both
keeping up with technological advances and utilizing them in
setting a business apart.
But it’s not all negative! Yes, the increasingly globalized world and
heightened connectivity present unique business challenges, such as
the way Ebola has recently impacted the travel sector. At the same
time, our connected and advancing world also reveals opportunities.
As a designer, diversification can be crucial to growing your business.
Today, we are no longer confined to a city or state or country. These
lines have been blurred. Movement has become fluid. While transitioning into new markets can be difficult, it is often the next step in
building your business. Competition is now on a global level. I believe
that designers who adapt to these challenges will find opportunities to

4

Expect a year of bold,
statement-making
interiors with hardworking
pieces like those used
by VLDG in its design for
Chesapeake Lodging
Trust's Hyatt Herald
Square in New York

COU RTE SY O f V LD G (HYATT HER ALD SQ UARE ); CO URTE SY Of fA BRIC I N N O VAT I O N S ( H E R MA N ) ; T H E MI C H A E L G R O U P ( P R E N DE R G A S T )

WHAT MAkES A GOOD LEADER:
Someone who reaches across the aisle to
help others; someone who doesn’t forget to
look back while looking forward.

Michelle lee
director, design-Hilton Brand
gloBal design services
Hilton WorldWide

build their practices and create interactive environments.
HOW WILL THOSE TRENDS IMPACT WHAT CLIENTS AND GUESTS
WANT FROM DESIGNERS?
Michelle lee: Hotel owners are asking for more—more wow, more

multi-functionality, more elements for more markets, even though
there might not be more budget or more time to do all that. So,
designers and manufacturers are constantly seeking faster and better
ways to execute. Sometimes quality gets lost in the process. Clients
need to start the planning early enough so that we can design and
value engineer projects without jeopardizing the integrity of the
concept or the end result because we simply ran out of time.
Glenn Wilson: In terms of design concepts, hotels are becoming
way too similar around the world. With more and more global travel,
there will be even more pressure on individual hotels and brands to
differentiate themselves.
WHAT’S CHANGING ON THE MANUFACTURERS’ SIDE?
Deborah herMan: For us, the biggest challenges will be

managing growth, introducing and leveraging new technology to
push innovation in fabric design, and embracing the fun times in
our industry again!
leslie TeMples: The challenges ahead are very basic. Between 2008

and 2012, our industry lost a lot of great up-and-coming professionals who would have stepped up into the senior level positions in
their firms and the design community. The result has been that
studio owners are spread terribly thin and, on occasion, that leads to
142 boutiquedesign.com
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The new Curio-A Collection
by Hilton brand allows
properties such as the SLS
Las Vegas, which includes
this sleek space in the Story
Tower, to maintain their
own name and style, while
expanding market reach
under this giant's massive
marketing umbrella.

WHAT mAkES A GOOD LEADER:
I think a good leader should be able to
identify the strengths of each team member
instead of treating them solely based on
their position description. Instead of
pointing out each team member’s weaknesses, a good leader provides opportunities to address their strengths—and,
hopefully, have the other team members
learn from it. Regardless of the title or the
age level, we all have something to share
and learn from each other. By creating this
kind of positive environment, it can not only
help the productivity level of the business, it
can also support the morale of the office.
We can’t always get promotions and more
money, but we can try to create a positive
and supportive environment which the
team members are happy.
WHAT SHE’D SAY TO HERSELf AT 18:
Always believe in yourself and be an independent thinker. Ask questions because
seeking help does not mean showing weakness but showing courage. It’s not how
much you can be; it’s how much you can
improve. Stick to your principles and you’ll
spend less energy and time on getting the
right answers.

COU RTE SY O f HI LTON WO RLD WI D E (SLS LAS V EG AS; LEE )
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HOW SHE CLImbED THE LADDER:
Well, I actually didn’t start my career
thinking that I’d end up at Hilton Worldwide. My diverse design background, which
includes interior architecture, industrial
design and graphic design, helped me
throughout my 15 years in the contract
design industry, but I think it really started
to be useful when I joined Hilton in 2007. I
enjoy my role and would like to think that I
am able to contribute in some way to
making a difference in design for our brand.

No moleste.
Ne pas déranger.
Bitte nicht stören.

DO NOT
DISTURB

Hospitality Experiences Worth Repeating. Hansgrohe offers a wide array of eco-conscious, technologically- and aesthetically-superior bath
& shower products, as well as custom options. The Raindance Select S 120 AIR 3-Jet Handshower provides guests with a luxurious experience and the
option of three spray modes at the touch of a button — and also makes cleaning the shower a breeze for your housekeeping staff. To learn more, visit
www.hansgrohe-usa.com or email us at projects-us@hansgrohe.com.

Stacey Greene
vice president-design
and construction
chesapeake Lodging trust
WHAT mAKES A GOOD LEADER:
A good leader is a part of the team. The
most successful leaders I have seen are the
ones that know what they know and know
what they don’t know. Successful leaders
surround themselves with people who are
smart and knowledgeable, willing to learn
and have integrity. To be a successful
leader you have to be confident enough to
trust those around you and know that they
will let you know if there is a problem. I was
once told by a leader, “If you have to say you
are the boss, then you’re probably aren’t.”

6
some questionable specifications. The task at hand for the manufacturing community is to recognize that this problem exists and train
sales representatives to address it by engaging fully in each project.
Sales representatives should be sharing the responsibility of an
appropriate and well-written specification, and interior designers
should expect that service.
WHAT SECTORS WILL GENERATE THE MOST WORK FOR
DESIGNERS?
Herman: Renovation is the hottest project category. I think most

luxury properties in gateway cities need renovation. There’s a lot of
old product out there. In the U.S., we’re seeing a lot of work in the
Northeast. Internationally, China’s our biggest growth market.
Lee: Based on our current pipelines, our focused brands will

continue to grow exponentially in the U.S., and that will be driven by
franchisees looking to leverage brand and industry ROI. But the full
service and the luxury brands will lead in the other regions of the
world, where investors prioritize brand name and status recognition.
Also, Hilton has just launched two more brands (Curio in the
boutique sector and Canopy in the lifestyle market). These flags will
introduce a new way of thinking about these segments.
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Open plan lobbies with laidback seating options and
multi-functional appeal will
be hallmarks of the newly
launched Canopy by Hilton flag.

COU RTE SY O f HI LTON WO RLD WI D E (CANO PY B Y HILT ON);
COURTESY Of CHESA PEA KE LOD G ING TR UST ( GRE ENE )

WHAT WOmEN TRAvELERS WANT:
We are usually more in tune with technology because that is how we keep up with
our own families. We need to be able to
conduct business as usual on the road. We
want safety for obvious reasons. We are our
own best judges of what the priorities are
and we are quick to understand where the
future of those priorities are going as well.

leslie temPles
PrinciPal
l TemPles and co.

7
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Prendergast: Gettys still sees the focused service arena as one

that owners like relative to historical positive investment strategies,
but, as part of the Design Americas full service design team, I’m
noticing a resurgence in large-scale renovation work, plus a tremendous amount of upper upscale and near-luxury conversions and new
construction projects.
trisha Wilson: Overall, I’d say resorts, particularly adventure
resorts. That niche market is expanding very quickly. In the United
States, we will continue to see more renovations and adaptive reuse
as we work to maintain ties with the past while evolving into our
future. Internationally, the large markets in Asia and the Middle East
will still be the growth engines.
WHAT’S ONE TOOL DESIGNERS SHOULD ADD TO THEIR KITS
NEXT YEAR?
Prendergast: A strong brand division. Our Brand Division
frequently gets involved with brand enhancement or refresh assignments, development of new hospitality brands or defining a singular
properties’ brand placement relative to its market. We've also had
the good fortune to be working with primary tier hospitality brands
as they roll out new brands or refreshed ones.
trisha Wilson: Expertise in conspicuous leisure and creative
tourism. Conspicuous leisure refers to the signaling of social status
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This table for two in the lobby of
Tampa's Epicurean Hotel, a member
of Marriott's Autograph Collection,
reveals The Getty Group's take on
a new approach to personalized
experiences in public spaces.

wHAT wERE THE
bREAkTHROUGH MOMENTS?
I think when Shaw Industries hired me to
do a ground up hospitality division was
certainly a breakthrough moment.
If SHE wEREN’T IN HER CURRENT
jOb, SHE’D bE A: Teacher.
wHY SHE NEvER jUMPED SHIP
TO START HER OwN
MANUfACTURING bUSINESS:
I certainly considered it and investigated
the possibility. But the cost of manufacturing equipment can be prohibitive without
investors or rich relatives.

COU RTE SY O f THE GET TY S G ROUP ( EPI CURE AN HOTEL ); C OU RTE SY O f L T E MP L E S A N D C O . ( T E MP L E S )

HOw SHE GOT HELP UP THE LADDER
AND bROkE THE GLASS CEILING:
My first 20 years in the hospitality industry
were with Durkan Patterned Carpet when
Tom Durkan owned the company. Tom was
very pro female at all levels of management, whether it was sales territories or
senior level company positions. He was
also a great innovator and proponent of
change. So, there were no major hurdles.

Duralee Contract
®

Imbibe a Lounge by HOK - 937

Imbibe a Lounge by HOK - 937
90948-95

90949-128

7

6-15

9094

90951-231

14
90946-2

-339

9095199

90948-216

90949

90 9 5 1 - 5

97

Glenn Wilson
Vice President,
Global Product deVeloPment,
marriott and JW marriott
marriott international

WHAT MAKeS A GOOD LeADeR:
A great leader is both the captain and a
team player. She guides and directs the
organization from a high level with both
long- and short-term goals in mind, but is
also able to shift easily into a team role. In
my experience, another trait a great leader
has is the ability to hire well and support,
then to step back and give these professionals the space they need to excel and
celebrate the successes of those that they
have mentored, instead of being threatened
by their work and recognition.
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8
through consumption of experiences instead of through physical
goods. It’s been fueled by the growth of social media. Designers who
understand that will have growing opportunities to deliver these
luxurious, unique, unrivaled experiences with glamping and similar
solutions. Creative tourism is directed toward an engaged and
authentic experience. Here, good design works to seamlessly unite
itself within the larger community environment to provide guests
with a more authentic interaction with local communities.
WE’VE SEEN SOME MAJOR M&A ACTIVITY IN THE DESIGN WORLD.
IS THAT THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY?
Trisha Wilson: A lot of corporate money IS changing not only the
ownership but bottom line orientation of the design industry, and I
do believe that mergers and acquisitions are going to continue to
happen. It’s hard to realize that your life’s work can be monetized. It’s
a challenging situation. But, as the old saying goes, “If you don’t
grow, you go.”
As a ceo it can sometimes be necessary, and good, to seek
outside counsel, financial partners and other kinds of assets to build
your business. However, I would caution that bigger is not always
better and that it is vitally important to do your due diligence. I
would encourage any business leader to carefully look at what is best
for his/her particular company’s future and do the homework.
Understand the details of any and every partnership—big or
small—and make sure you choose a partner who genuinely cares
about your company’s mission and your employees. 

8

Strong architectural lines
and a focus on integration
into the surroundings are
part of the new design
platform for hotels such
the Bangkok Marriott Hotel
Sukhumvit and hotels
bearing the core Marriott
brand worldwide.

D AV ID HOLM ( BA NG KOK M ARRIO TT HO Te L SUKHUM V IT) ; VAN WI LS ON ( WI L S O N )

WHy SHe’S ONLy HAD ONe
eMpLOyeR: While I’ve worked for one
company my entire career, given the size of
Marriott International and its global reach,
it has never felt like that. I’ve had a lot of
different jobs; I just didn’t have to move
around to get them. Early in my career
here, I was in new construction for North
America. My job changed dramatically
when I became vice president of interior
design for our international design team.
The same was true when I was tapped as
vice president of interior design for the Ritz
Carlton brand. My current position, which
gives me responsibility for global design
strategies for our Marriott and JW Marriott
brands, offers a fresh set of challenges and
opportunities. It is has me working side by
side with our brand, marketing and ops
teams as we evolve our hotel products and
push them forward on a global basis. (She
details the process of re-inventing the
Marriott brands design program Boutique
Design’s June 2014 issue.)

VISIT US AT BDNY #1055
WWW.LITTMANBRANDSCONTRACT.COM

(800) 533-8769

Troy and Corbett Lighting - A Division of Troy-CSL Lighting, Inc.

BDNY EXHIBITOR pREvIEw, pART II

Pre-SHoW PeeK
From digitally printed textiles to
skateboard-inspired tiles, Boutique
Design’s East Coast trade fair brings
a showcase of innovative products to
New York’s Javits Center Nov. 9-10.

VALLEY FORGE FABRICS
valleyforge.com

The Huesteria custom printed
fabrics collection includes 32
base cloth options that range
from sheer, drapery and blackout
applications to upholstery and
bedding. Prepared and printed
in-house at the company’s South
Florida headquarters, these
polyester fabrics range from
54-to-118-in. and come in a variety
of textures. Designers can choose
from a database of artwork or
incorporate their own pattern
ideas. Colorways include the
brights in the blanket (shown), as
well as a palette of neutrals.
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ARTURO ALVAREZ
PRESENTING SPONSOR
BOOTH - 508

NOVEMBER 9-10
THE JAVITS CENTER,
HALLS 3D & 3E

BDNY

VISIT
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1

2

3

5

4

1 FIBERLITE UMBRELLAS
fiberliteumbrellas.com
The U.S.-produced Sunny Baker
line includes low-profile and wood
grain market umbrellas, marine and
beach umbrellas and oak hardwood
beach chairs. Shown are The Beast
umbrellas, which feature wood poles
and 7.5-ft. canopies.
2 REID WITLIN
rwltd.com/digitalFX
A digitally printed line of films, surfaces
and textiles, the digitalFX brand’s offerings
include decorative films for glass,
draperies, sheers, bedding, solar shades,
indoor/outdoor upholstery, shower curtains
and vinyl printed with images from a graphic
library. Featured artists include a staff
photographer for Rolling Stone magazine
and a studio designer for Target, Kohl’s and
other national retailers.
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3 LEGRAND
legrand.us
Soft Touch wall plates from the Adorne
collection of switches, dimmers and wall
plates are available in one- to six-gang
sizes. The plates fit into existing electric
boxes and snap onto included mounting
frames without visible screws. Color
options include russet and lichen green
(shown). Also available with an add-on
accent nightlight accessory.
4 IWORKS
iworksus.com
Created by Design Continuum, the
custom-made Perimeter is a sixtiered pendant with interlocking layers
of custom-molded citron acrylic in
translucent white. With an overall height
of 78 in., the lighting fixture’s stem,
canopy and bottom button are made of
polished chrome.

5 BEAUFURN
beaufurn.com
The Nikki stacking chair is constructed
of multi-layered beechwood available
in any of the company’s standard wood
finishes or with a laminate shell by
Abet Laminati. Includes a seatback
with a modified keyhole design and
curved shoulders, and a four-leg
chrome base.

It’s lighting that knows no boundaries,
no limits, no obstacles.

Hornet® HP LED Pendant. Open up possibility.
Discover the freedom it can give you at amerlux.com/hornet.

amerlux.com

product showroom BDNY exhiBitors
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8
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9

6 P/KAUFMANN

CONTRACT

pkcontract.com
Woven from a blend
of 100 percent postindustrial recycled
polypropylene and
polyester, the Al Fresco
collection of upholstery
fabric is available in 65
colorways and is suitable
for indoor and outdoor
use. The line of fabric
passes 3,500 hours
lightfastness and is
bleach cleanable.
154 boutiquedesign.com

7 MITYLITE
mitylite.com
The Royale Series of banquet
chairs features a 2-in. thick
polyurethane foam seat and an
oval back designed with two
handling options and a dining
pitch. The streamlined aluminium
frame is available in seven
finishes: brass, champagne,
espresso, gold, mahogany, oiled
bronze and silver. Offered in
an array of A- through P-grade
fabrics, the chair’s cushions
can be treated with Nano-Tex
permanent stain protection.
november 2014

8 JACLO
jaclo.com
This complete luxury shower
features the ADA-compliant
Contempo II grab bar (shown in satin
nickel) with an adjustable slider and
an angled hand shower bracket; a
six-function WaterSense-approved
hand shower with lever handle
pause control; a Rain Machine
showerhead; a Zero Edge channel
drain that facilitates barrier-free
design; and a Cal Green-compliant
thermostatic shower valve with
integral two-way diverter for the
shower and hand shower.

9 HALLMARK LIGHTING
hallmarklighting.com
Crafted for the Francis
Marion Hotel by CMMI Inc.’s
principal and vice president
Billie Thorne, this custom
table lamp features nickel
hardware, side-mounted
porcelain sockets, a weighted
metal base and a cast resin
column with a polished brass
finish. The light is topped
with a hand-tucked, off-white
linen shade accented by a
1.5-in. black linen band.

10 SAMUEL

LAWRENCE
HOSPITALITY

slh-co.com
Modern Harmony’s
channeled leather
upholstery treatment
on the headboards
and footboards recalls
mid-century modern
seating. Square
tapered feet support
the bed, which is
bordered with walnut
veneered panels.

Breast Cancer
Tribute for
One of Our Own
Please join Studio Twist in recognizing our friend
and colleague, Linda Marcus, cancer survivor, as
she completes her treatment and resumes her
role as an outstanding representative to the New
York design community.
To celebrate Linda’s
achievement (and
that of thousands of
women we know and
love who have fought the
good fight) Studio Twist will
auction our Ribbon Twist Blanket, with proceeds
to benefit the charity of Linda’s choice, “Are You
Dense Advocacy”.
Please visit us in booth #145 at BDNY to place
your bid and receive your pink twist bracelet.
As a sign of our commitment to this worthy
cause, we will match the winning bid to further
distinguish the contribution.
We are proud to sponsor this tribute, and wish
to applaud and thank ST Media, and BDNY show
management, for their enthusiastic support of
our effort.

CUSTOM KNITS
f o r H OT E L , S PA , H E A LT H C A R E
and ASSISTED LIVING
S T U D I OT W I S T. N E T

770.528.5858

© 2 0 1 4 S T U D I OT W I S T, L LC .
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Join us at BDNY, Booth No. 145
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13

15
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14

11 SHAW HOSPITALITY GROUP
shawhospitalitygroup.com
David Rockwell drew inspiration from
19th and 20th century cabinets once
filled with colorful exotic specimens
of birds and butterflies for the
Natural Curiosities carpet collection,
his second collaboration with the
group. Some of the collection’s
patterns explore the effect of light
and shadow on natural surfaces,
while others reflect a more textural,
abstract approach. Available in 27
field, corridor and rug patterns.
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12 LIORA MANNE
lioramanne.com
Crafted using the designer’s
patented Lamontage process
for furniture upholstery, floor
and wall coverings, pillows and
rugs, this 100 percent polyester
material is customizable for any
shaped wall or floor. Offered in
hundreds of patterns including
Nouveau Tile in fire, blue-green,
grey and charcoal (shown), the
material is also suitable for
high-traffic areas.

13 CARNEGIE
carnegiefabrics.com
Swiss textile designer/
manufacturer Création
Baumann combined 43
percent metal and 57
percent Trevira CS polyester
to create Aves. Metal yarns
allow for the textile to be
shaped and molded to
create sculptural window
treatments. The 59-in.-wide
flame-retardant textile is
available in six colorways.

14 JL FURNISHINGS
jlfurnishings.com
The Lilian chaise lounge’s
0.32-in. polyethylene
strands create a
linear yet open weave.
Featuring a high-curved
wingback and lightweight
aluminum frame, the
single and double chaise
styles are available in a
variety of weave colors
and a choice of indoor or
outdoor cushion fills.

15 WARP & PHIL
warpandphil.com
The Augusta Complete
Bedding Collection
includes top sheets (shown
in smoke) and Pandora
bed wrap (shown in terra),
both of which are available
in five coordinating
colorways. The fabrics’
subtle textures coordinate
with Manhattan throw
pillows that are offered in
six color options.
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17

16

18

16 SUMMER CLASSICS CONTRACT
summerclassicscontract.com
The Milano collection of outdoor furniture
references natural rattan construction
that is finished in a patented, UV-resistant
Mahogany N-dura Resin.

17 MANDY LI COLLECTION
mandylicollection.com
With its tailored stitching, the King chair
mimics the look of an expensive European
automobile's interior.

19

18 MTI BATHS
mtibaths.com
Available with the option of single or
dual bowls in an array of styles, sizes
and configurations, the Parsons Vanity
and integrated sink are constructed
from the company’s proprietary
Engineered Solid Stone.
19 BARBAROSSA LEATHER
barbarossaleather.com
The Embossed Leather collection
features a hand-antiqued, aniline-dyed
finish. Available in half and full hides, the
leathers are stamped with steel-engraved
plates and may incorporate custom
patterns such as logos.

20
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20 D’STYLE
dstyleinc.com
Customized by Design Group Carl Ross,
the Clara dresser measures 54-in. long,
24-in. wide and 34-in. tall. This piece
features a brushed stainless steel base
coated with black lacquer and drawers
bearing a variety of finishes, including
walnut burl veneer, MDC wall coverings
and lacquers. Hardware for the dresser
shown here is by Anthropologie.

Take a look in the mirror of the world market.
Explore every facet of the international consumer
goods industry and discover a unique spectrum
of products. Ambiente offers a major platform
for the contract sector and brings project partners
together. It also showcases a wealth of ideas
for all of your contracting needs and Horeca
products. This is the trade show that will open
unique opportunities for success.
Register now for exclusive advance information.
contract-business.messefrankfurt.com
Tel. 770.984.8016
info@usa.messefrankfurt.com

February 13 – 17, 2015
Frankfurt, Germany

product showroom BDNY exhiBitors
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21 KRAVET CONTRACT
kravetcontract.com
The company’s Made to Order Bedding
program offers a range of designs and
colorways fabricated to designers’
specifications. Suitable for top-of-bed
applications such as duvet covers,
coverlets, throws, shams, decorative third
sheets and sheeting, this offering allows
existing designs to be custom colored.
Shown is a variety of fabricated goods
including a custom headboard featuring
an ash diamond pattern in gray.
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22 AFX INC
afxinc.com
Oketo LED pendants
feature a combination
of multiple color, size
and decorative glass
options. Available with
custom cable lengths
and cord colors, each
LED lighting element
can be mounted
individually or in
a group.

23 MITCHELL GOLD +
BOB WILLIAMS

mgbwhome.com
The Olivier chair features
sculpted floating arms.
Recalling 1970s-inspired
barrel seating, this collection
is available in leather and a
variety of fabrics, including lowpile chenille consisting of 94
percent polyester and 5 percent
nylon (shown), and with legs in
a variety of wood finishes.

24 KEYSTON BROS.
keystonbros.com
Constructed in acrylic
and polyester and
rated at 100,000 double
rubs, Lafayette is a
solid modern velvet
upholstery available in
a variety of colors.

25 LEA CERAMICHE
ceramichelea.com
Inspired by natural shapes, the Nest
collection by HOK Product Design
uses the Slimtech line of laminated
porcelain ceramics as a surfacing
material. The collection consists
of 0.2-in. thick irregular hexagonal
and triangular modules that can
be pieced together to create large
six-sided shapes. The modules can
be used on walls and floors, and are
suitable for high-traffic areas.

Advanced Artistry

&

Innovation

The Pierre, A Taj Hotel - Grand Ballroom, New York, NY | Champalimaud Design, New York, NY | Omni Weave Custom Axminster Carpet

From concept to reality... Couristan’s extensive
project management, unique ingenuity, unparalleled design
resources and passionate range of inspiring colors will evoke
your senses and bring your custom floor covering visions to life.
couristan.com | 800.223.6186
Please Visit Us at BDNY, Booth #924

Full Custom Capabilites | Extensive Design Archive | Stocked Product Assortment
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26

27

29
30

28

26 NEOTERIC LUXURY
neotericluxury.com
Featuring a powdercoated frame constructed
from rust-free recycled aluminium and UVresistant Batyline mesh made by Ferrari, the
Caravelle chaise lounge measures 33-in. wide,
79-in. deep and 12-in. high.

27 EMUAMERICAS
emuamericas.com
A linear design and vibrant colorways give a
vintage look to the Grace dining collection.
Constructed from 100 percent aluminum
with a powdercoated finish, the collection
includes stacking side and arm chairs (shown),
barstools and tilt-top tables. Available in a
variety of colors with a glossy finish, including
white, brillox (polished aluminum), red, black,
mustard and sage green (shown).
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28 INNOVATIVE CARPETS
innovativecarpets.com
The company’s handtufted rugs are
made of pure New Zealand wool, with
natural silk and bamboo viscose.

29 FLAVOR PAPER
flavorpaper.com
Part of designer David Nosanchuk’s Super Series
collection of wallpaper highlighting photographs
from Rome and New York, Brilliante is a repetitive
diamond pattern based on an image of wood
benches within a church in Rome. The collection
also includes Golden Relief, a hexagonal pattern
based on a single detail from a late 19th century
sculpture of a New York woman, and Beggars
Banquet, a cornucopia pattern derived from a
reinterpretation of an early 20th century stained
glass window in New York.

30 PAVILION FURNITURE
pavilion-furniture.com
Measuring 30-by-30-in., the
Evolution collection’s Moderna
swivel lounge chair is constructed
with welded aluminium. The range’s
outdoor dining chairs, chaise
lounges and coordinating dining
tables can be customized with
corporate logos or other motifs.

Fermob’s metalworking expertise has evolved for more than
100 years. The brand now has a total of 32 outdoor furniture
collections in a range of 24 exclusive colours.

– Photo Place de la République - Paris : Stéphane Rambaud

You can find Fermob products around the world, as well as at
fermob.com

BDNY Booth #: 137
Contact : info@FermobUSA.com
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31 IMAGINE TILE
imaginetile.com
The Art of Board collection, crafted in
collaboration with the lifestyle brand of
that same name, references urban skate
culture. Twelve photo-realistic images
of recycled skateboard decks are printed
on 12-by-24-in. ceramic tiles. Made
with pre-consumer recycled materials,
these water- and fade-resistant tiles
are suitable for indoor and outdoor
applications and contain no VOCs.
32 GRAND RAPIDS CHAIR COMPANY
grandrapidschair.com
Paul James took inspiration from Danish
mid-century design for the Andy collection.
These furnishings feature a laid-back
silhouette accented by tapered legs,
streamlined angles, exposed wood grain
and a gentle recline. Constructed on a
solid wood frame and offering upholstery
and customization options, the collection
includes side and arm chairs, barstools and
backless barstools, dining-height and barheight tables, and the Andy Lounge (shown).
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33 COVINGTON CONTRACT
covingtoncontract.com
The company’s new drapery lines include three
coordinating patterns: Generation, Motion and
Innovation. Available in azure, black, crimson, flax,
lilac and linen, these 100 percent polyester multipurpose fabrics are also suitable for bedding.
34 TROPITONE FURNITURE
tropitone.com
Designed by John Caldwell, the Relaxed Sling
chaise lounge from the Elance collection
features a powdercoated aluminium frame with
simple lines enhanced with a two-sided, formfitting fabric for its seat and back.
35 IN2GREEN
in2green.com
This line of 50-by-60-in. graphic Eco throws
is made from a sustainable, recycled cottonrich yarn (75 percent recycled cotton yarn, 20
percent polyester and 5 percent other fibers)
and knitted in the U.S. The throws are machine
washable and dryable, and available in a variety
of sizes and colors. 

colors

2015’s
PerFeCT
PALeTTes
Color experts at Stacy
Garcia Studio and
Colorvoyant predict
earthy green, indigo
blue, warm neutrals and
spice will be red-hot. As
these products show,
manufacturers definitely
got the message.

3FORM

3form.com
Part of the Infinite Glass system,
HighRes Imagery encapsulates
digital images in Varia Ecoresin,
Chroma, Koda XT or pressed glass.
Designers may incorporate their
own photos or pick from a gallery
of nature shots online using the
company’s YouCreate platform. The
glass is available in custom sizes to
fit any interior or exterior space.
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1 JESCO LIGHTING
jescolighting.com
A custom-designed, handmade
glass tube twists and turns to
form The Knot Quick Adapt Glass
Pendant. The knotted elements
may be mixed, matched and
grouped in different colors at
different heights, so no two of
these handmade fixtures are alike.

2

2 LIGNE ROSET
ligne-roset-usa.com
Designed by Philippe Nigro,
Cosse’s polyurethane Bultex foam
cushion clad in polyester quilting
sits atop a base made of natural
or anthracite-tinted beech. The
collection includes a sofa (shown),
loveseat and ottoman.

1

3

3 MOORE + FRIESL
moorefriesl.com
The C2 Credenza’s exterior is
coated in a high-gloss white
Senoplast finish, a highperformance, PVC-free, UVresistant and recyclable acrylic
film that is bonded to a wood
substrate. Integrated LED lighting
outlines the piece’s top edge and
sides while a streamlined handle
reveals a hint of the acid-green
matte painted finish within.

product showroom colors: green

4 TSAR CARPETS
tsar.com.au
Crafted with a blend of New
Zealand wool and silk fibers,
this hand-tufted rug from
the Aquarelle Collection is
customizable to any size.
Shown is the 9-by-12-ft.
piece in Fabien Green.

4

5 WARP & WEFT
warpandweft.com
Developed by the company’s
in-house design team and
woven in Nepal, the Amazon
Forest rug from the Modern
Concepts III collection
consists of 100 percent
hand-carded and hand-spun
Himalayan wool in a Swiss
wash. Available in 8-by-10ft. and 9-by-12-ft. sizes and
in forest (shown) and sand
colors, as well as custom
dimensions and hues.

5

Visit Us at BDNY Booth 355

For over 60 years, family-owned Ariston Hospitality has been creating distinctive furnishings
for guestrooms, lobbies, restaurants and corporate offices.
SOPHISTICATED DESIGNS • EXCEPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION
TRADITIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP • MULTINATIONAL PRODUCTION CAPABILITY • GLOBAL AESTHETIC

Offices and Manufacturing Facilities
Alhambra, CA, USA and Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

626.458.8668
info@aristonhospitality.com

w w w . a r i s t o n h o s p i t a l i t y . c o m
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6 ALGER-TRITON
alger-triton.com
Designed by Jessica Lotner of Luster
Design Studio, this custom round, full
chandelier’s coated blue and clear
faceted crystal beads hang from a
polished stainless steel pan. The lighting
element measures 36-in. in diameter.

6

7

8

7 COALESSE
coalesse.com
Created in Spain by designer Patricia
Urquiola, the Hosu chaise lounge has
rear and side storage pockets, cord
pass-through capabilities and a lumbar
pillow. Its textured fabric (also designed
by Urquiola) is available in six colors.
The single-seat model can be ordered
with a convertible chaise foldout. Shown
is the two-seat sofa.
8 CARVART
carvart.com
Cube is a full-height glass cubicle
system with exposed hardware.
Featuring a frameless design
engineered to diffuse stress when its
components are attached to glass, the
cubicles are available with a bonded
floor attachment system that helps
prevent screws from causing damage to
existing tiles. The anodized aluminum
finish makes the system suitable for wet
areas, such as bathroom stalls.

VISIT US IN

BDNY
#961

F u r n i t u r e • D e c o r a t i v e A c c e s s o r i e s • L i g h t i n g • G a r d e n Va s e s & U r n s
Check Out Our Website. Follow Us On Facebook & Pinterest.

Breathtaking Outdoors.
Inspiring Indoors.

WWW.SEASONALLIVING.COM

THE EAST WING | 211 EAST ALPINE ROAD | AUSTIN, TEXAS 78704
telephone: 512 554-5738 | fax: 512 330-0841

®
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9 VERSA WALLCOVERING
versawallcovering.com
A mid-scale parallelogram with an
8-in. pattern repeat, Prism juxtaposes
high contrast colors, such as those
in Blues Club (shown), to form a
geometric design. Made of low-VOC
vinyl on nonwoven backing, this product
is certified to the NSF/ANSI 342
Sustainability Standard for wall covering.
10 EATON FINE ART
eatonfineart.com
A meditation on the duality of
attraction and repulsion, this custom
22-by-16-in. artwork creates depth
with mixed media on translucent
vellum and can be reproduced at any
size or color.

9

10

11 REPUBLIC OF FRITZ HANSEN
fritzhansen.com
Inspired by Arne Jacobsen’s original
1950s design, the limited edition
Egg chair features upholstery from
Kvadrat’s Canvas series. With a
production run of only 999 chairs, the
piece’s 1,200 hand-sewn stitches are
accented by dark brown leather piping
and a burnished metal base.

11

custom solutions for your imagination

www.telosfurniture.com
made in the usa and the world
410-690-3320
greensboro ~ dillon ~ vietnam

Find us at BDNY
Booth #354

The Wigwam Resort
Designer: Monogram by Callison
Photography:David Seigel

PRODUCT SHOWROOM COLORS: WARM NEUTRALS

simplicity
through
creativity
12

12 ARCHITECTURAL
13

CERAMICS

architecturalceramics.com
The Estonia collection’s
porcelain planks and
mosaics simulate the look
of four different woods:
white toulipier, Scottish oak,
grey ash and noce selvatico.
Available as mosaics that
measure 2.75-by-3-in. and
planks that are 6-by-48-in.,
as well as in custom shapes
and sizes.

14

13 PROPERTY
propertyfurniture.com
Created by designers Dan
Yeffet and Lucie Koldova,
Muffin Lights are constructed
from hand-blown glass in a
choice of smoke gray, smoke
brown, hell amber, cognac,
triplex opal, and white and
crystal sandblasted colors.
The glass globes are mounted
on an oak wood base with a
choice of natural oak or blackstained finish. The collection
consists of table, portable,
pendant and floor lights in a
variety of dimensions.
14 YORK

WALLCOVERINGS

BDNY 149 | marquisseating.com | MADE IN USA

yorkwall.com
Part of the Textured Portfolio
collection, the Mylar Crackle
Faux is an unpasted,
washable and strippable
wall covering with a paper
backing and Mylar and gloss
details. It features a 25.25-in.
pattern repeat and is offered
in 27 in.-by-27-ft. double
rolls covering 60.75 sq. ft. of
surface space. Available in
brass (shown), dark granite
and silver neutral.

HOSPITALITY
REINVENTED
Boutique Design’s content is
tailored to the design principles
that define the boutique and
lifestyle approach—and to the
visionaries driving the future
of hospitality.
In every issue you’ll find unique,
forward-looking hotel and leisure
projects that inspire trends and
set edgier standards for guest
spaces worldwide.
BoutiqueDesign.com/subscribe

Boutique Design connects the hospitality industry
with these trade fairs and events:
HOSPITALITY

match

PRODUCT SHOWROOM COLORS: WARM NEUTRALS

15 ROHL
rohlhome.com
Handcrafted in Italy, Luxury Stainless
Copper Sinks are constructed from
commercial grade stainless steel with
a copper finish. The single-bowl basins
are laser cut, then bent to create zeroedge side walls.

15

16 SONITE SURFACES
sonitesurfaces.com
Nile Croc references the patterned
underbelly of the Nile crocodile in
lightweight resin mosaics. Available in
hundreds of colors, these 11.6-in.-by20.1-in. pieces can be used for vertical
or horizontal applications on walls, case
goods and more.
17 BRENTANO
brentanofabrics.com
The Affinity collection includes stripes
(Kazuri Stripe, Obi Stripe and Sash
Stripe), geometric lattices (Blessing,
shown), organic patterns modeled
after tree bark (Lacewood, shown),
leaves (Ginkgo) and shagreen leather
(Pearl Ray). These 54-in. fire-retardant
draperies are suitable as window
treatments, room dividers or partitions.

16

17

IMMERSE
COMPLETELY
FINAL DAYS
TO REGISTER!
Join us this month for
Boutique Design New York
and take part in hospitality’s
hottest trade fair and
conference—the nation’s
fastest growing!* Source
exceptional FF&E from 500+
manufacturers and marketers.
Learn from, and network with,
a who’s who of industry
innovators. And explore the
newest hotel and restaurant
spaces in NYC, a veritable
gallery of hospitality design.

BEFORE YOU ARRIVE:
> DOWNLOAD THE BDNY MOBILE APP
Create your personal BDNY schedule, see
who’s speaking when and where, receive trade
fair updates/announcements and more.
Get it now at www.bdny.com/mobileapp
> PURCHASE EVENT TICKETS
Join us for brunch with Trendline: A Gettys
Group Trend Briefing & Insights Session as well
as Boutique Design Power Players: Women
Leaders in Hospitality, a BD Signature panel
discussion and breakfast. Seating is limited for both
events. JUST ANNOUNCED: "Fuhgeddaboutdit”
Brooklyn Tour led by David Ashen, sponsored by
NEWH. Join Dash Design's founder and principal for
this tour of unique hotels, new retail and restaurant
concepts, and indie retailers, with a stop for lunch
at the McCarren Hotel. Limited to 30 participants.
Purchase tickets at bdny.com

NOVEMBER 9-10 JAVITS CENTER HALL 3D & 3E

*BDNY was named to Trade Show Executive’s 50 Fastest-Growing
Shows of 2013, ranking #1 in growth of Net Square Feet of Exhibit
Space and Number of Exhibiting Companies.

presented by

produced by

in partnership with

REGISTER TODAY
BDNY.COM
in association with

co-located with:

PRODUCT SHOWROOM COLORS: SPICE

18

20

21

19

We have all the angles covered.
Treefrog presents 11 new wood veneer laminates
featuring trending wood looks and textured surfaces. Plus,
our unique process ensures consistent quality in hospitality
spaces of any size. Call or visit to see it all.

treefrogveneer.com | 800 807-7341 | BDNY Booth #119

18 LASVIT
lasvit.com
The Crystal Rock by Arik Levy
is an LED sconce sculpted from
hand-blown glass. Its pendants
may be arranged in combinations
or suspended independently.

19 GARRETT LEATHER
garrettleather.com
The Capelli collection features
undyed and unfinished natural
hides; stenciled hides consisting
of genuine dyed cowhide in tiger,
zebra or leopard patterns; and
specialty hides, which include
12 new colors and patterns.
The collection is suitable for
upholstery applications, wall
panels, wall tiles and area rugs.

20 THE FURNITURE GUILD
furnitureguild.com
The Stephen collection offers
standard or wall-hung options that
range from a single 20-in. model to
a 72-in. double vanity with center
drawers. Available in a choice of
several stone tops and 14 cabinet
finishes including Sable (shown).
Accessory options include a hair
dryer and curling iron kit, internal
power outlet, automatic LED lighting,
laundry hamper, matching linen
tower and mirror.
21 LISA FONTANAROSA
COLLECTION

lisafontanarosa.com
French designer Marie Christophe
weaves wire and crystal beads to
form the Birdcage Light. The five-light
chandelier features two birds and two
branches that are crafted in wire and
adorned with gold and blue-green
crystal beads. The 30-by-40-in. piece
is accented by copper and blue-green
shades and tiny mirrors. 

NEWH Orange and San Diego Counties Regional Groups’

HOSPITALITY FASHION CHALLENGE:

DESIGN IN A BOX
@

SHOW OFF YOUR
DESIGN PROWESS
CALL FOR 2015 BDwest FASHION CHALLENGE DESIGN TEAMS
Design teams are asked to create a garment (for a woman or man)
and one accessory (i.e. purse or tie) from a “box of material
ingredients” provided by BDwest exhibitors and sponsors.
Boutique Design will provide a 1-night stay in San Diego for up to three
members of the design team, including a designated runway model
and a $500 American Express Gift Card for supplies.
The Hospitality Fashion Challenge Live Show will take place
on April 8 at Fluxx, San Diego to an audience of over 400 design
professionals, hospitality firm owners/developers and manufacturers.
The winner will take home a cash prize of $3,000.
For more information, email:
Christine Wasmer at wasmer@roadrunner.com or
Michelle Finn at michelle.finn@stmediagroup.com

APR 8-9, 2015

SAN DIEGO CONVENTION CENTER

PRESENTED BY

PRODUCED BY

A

Division

FAB R IC, VIN YL & L EAT H ER FO R CO N T RACT UP H O L ST ERY AP P L I CAT I O N S

KB Contract Invites You To Explore Our New
Elegant & Sophisticated Velvet Lines.

French Bistro

Lafayette
Mercer
Thompson

www.beaufurn.com | 888.766.7706
www.kbcontract.com

Visit us at BDNY, Booth #1060
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NATURAL LIGHT streaming through multi-colored, insulated glass and a fireplace suspended from
the ceiling don't exactly scream casino. Cass Calder Smith, principal and ceo, CCS Architecture,
thought it was time they did. For the 25,000-sq. ft. Stones Gambling Hall in Citrus Heights, Calif., he
wanted to translate the over-the-top drama of a typical casino—even the new boutique breed—into a
cool, lifestyle idiom. For the two lounges flanking the main entrance, he created a residential welcome
with wide-plank oak flooring, wool-upholstered bench seating and tables that look like wooden wagon
wheels ground the statement. Looks like a sure bet for a new direction in gaming design. 

COUR TE S Y OF CC S ARCHITEC TURE

LIGHTEN UP

Quite Possibly The World’s Most Reﬁned Banquet Chair.

The Positano Banquet Chair
Patented | Stacks 8 High
Available Exclusively from Global Allies
+1.415.453.6041
www.globalallies.com | info@globalallies.com

© 2014 | Global Allies, LLC | All rights reserved

No other chair stacks up™

© 2014 kravetcontract

kravet contract

not just another pretty fabric.
kravetcontract.com

